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This report seeks to evaluate the flexibility in a number of Fortum’s hydropower
stations. The deregulation of the Nordic electricity market has put an emphasis on
revenue maximizing rather than cost minimizing and there are good indications that
flexible assets will be even more valuable in the future when more wind power has
been introduced into the system. Through interviews with people involved in the
hydropower planning and operation process a number of factors with the potential of
affecting the flexibility or causing deviations between planned and realized operation
have been identified and explained. These interviews have also been used to identify
main flexibility limitations in studied stations, and what potentially could be done to
improve the flexibility. A data analysis has been performed where historical data from
planned and realized operation and results from a model developed in Matlab has
been studied. The developed linear programming model is used as a reference level of
an idealized theoretical potential for flexibility. Volume weighted average prices have
been used to measure and compare the flexibility of studied stations. The analysis
shows that the studied stations can be divided into two groups with regards to their
flexibility compared to the modeled flexibility. This result is somewhat confirmed by
the interview findings. Factors related to constraints imposed by water rights seem to
have the biggest single impact on the flexibility of hydropower stations. The potential
for flexible operation varies with season and the planned and realized operation is
closer to the modeled results during the winter. It is a general opinion within the
organization that there is a potential for a more flexible utilization of many
hydropower stations. Experience, resources, understanding in how to fully utilize the
reservoirs, and how multiple stations in a river reach can be coordinated are keys to
improving the flexibility.
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Sammanfattning
Efter avregleringen av den nordiska elmarknaden har elkraftproducenternas fokus ändrats från
att tidigare vara på att minimera produktionskostnader till maximera intäkten. Med en flexibel
produktionsanläggning ges möjligheten att förlägga produktionen på ett sätt där intäkten blir
maximal. Det finns mycket som tyder på att flexibla produktionsanläggningar kommer att bli
än mer värdefulla i framtiden eftersom den ökande graden vindkraft väntas öka osäkerheten i
kraftsystemet. Vattenkraft som förnyelsebar energikälla är unik i det avseendet att den i
många fall både möjliggör lagring av energi och dessutom möjlighet att snabbt kunna utnyttja
denna energi när behovet, och därmed elpriset, är stort.

Detta examensarbete har genomförts på avdelningen Physical Operations and Trading (POT)
hos Fortum och har syftat till att utvärdera reglernytta/flexibilitet i vattenkraftverk.
Utvärdering har haft som mål att svara på vilka faktorer som har potential att begränsa
flexibiliteten hos vattenkraftverk, vilka faktorer som kan orsaka avvikelser mellan planerad
och realiserad drift av vattenkraftverken, hur en idealiserad teoretisk potential för flexibilitet
ska relateras till den faktiska potentialen och dessutom att försöka räkna ut vad allt detta
innebär intäktsmässigt för Fortum.

En tvådelad metod har använts för att försöka besvara projektets mål. Denna består av dels
intervjuer med relevanta personer inom POT, dels av en dataanalys där historiska data från
planerad och realiserad drift av utvalda vattenkraftverk samt modellsimuleringar av samma
kraftverk studerats.

De utförda intervjuerna har fungerat som underlag till förklaringar till faktorer som kan
begränsa flexibiliteten i vattenkraftverk eller skapa avvikelser mellan planerad och realiserad
drift. Till flexibilitetsbegränsningarna hör exempelvis faktorer som har att göra med vad en
vattendom säger, den hydrologiska kopplingen mellan vattenkraftverk i samma älvsträcka
eller organisatoriska faktorer som erfarenhet och resurser tillgängliga för personalen som
planerar och kör vattenkraftverken. Vattendomsrelaterade faktorer verkar ha störst individuell
påverkan på flexibiliteten. Förklaringar till varför det uppstår avvikelser mellan planerad och
realiserad drift av vattenkraftverk kan exempelvis bero på ändrade förutsättningar under den
tid som passerar innan planen ska bli verklighet. En annan förklaring till avvikelser kan ha att
göra med hur väl de använda planeringsverktygen överensstämmer med verkligheten. Med
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grund i de utförda intervjuerna har också faktorer som anses påverka flexibiliteten hos ett
antal utvalda stationer identifierats tillsammans med förslag till flexibilitetsförbättringar i de
fall sådana kunde finnas.

Till dataanalysen har en enkel modell baserad på linjärprogrammering tagits fram i Matlab.
Resultat från simuleringar med denna modell tillsammans med tidsserier med data från
historiska driftplaner och faktiskt körningar har använts i analysen där ett volymsviktat
medelpris har räknats ut som mått på flexibilitet. Analysen visar bland annat att de studerade
stationerna kan delas in i två kategorier beroende på hur begränsade de är jämfört med den
idealiserade modellen. Detta resultat bekräftas också av resultaten från intervjuerna.
Resultaten från dataanalysen tyder också på att det finns ett säsongsberoende i hur den
verkliga flexibiliteten förhåller sig till modellresultaten.

En avslutande slutsats är att det verkar finnas potential för att kunna utnyttja
vattenkraftverken flexibelt även om det i detta examensarbete inte varit möjligt att uppskatta
hur stor denna potential är. Erfarenhet och tillgängliga resurser i processen verkar vara viktiga
faktorer för att förbättra utnyttjandet. Detta inkluderar kunskap och förståelse för hur
vattenmagasin kan utnyttjas och hur flera vattenkraftverk i följd kan koordineras.
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Introduction

1.1

Background

Following the deregulation of the Nordic energy market the objective for a power producer
has changed. The traditional cost minimizing strategy has been replaced by revenue
maximizing. Production units which have a flexible production are able to adjust their
production to the varying electricity price and thereby increase the revenue compared to a non
flexible production. The value of flexible assets will probably increase in the future as the
need for regulatory capacity will increase with more wind power in the system. Hydropower
is a renewable energy source which is rather unique in the way it allows energy to be stored.
It is also unique as it allows for quick production changes which means it can follow the load,
or the price very well.

The flexibility of a hydropower station is related to the capacity to be able to choose when
and how much power or energy to produce. This gives a producing company the opportunity
to allocate its production in a way that maximizes its revenue. There are however many
factors which influence what the actual flexibility of a hydropower station is. These factors
could for instance be related to limits imposed by water rights, technical limitations or simply
the amount of resources available for the operation of the station.

Flexibility of a hydropower station also depends on the time frame considered. A station with
a large reservoir can most likely be considered to be flexible seen over a time horizon
spanning several months. Another way to look at flexibility is the capacity of a station to
increase its production very rapidly should the grid frequency drop. In that scenario the time
horizon is fractions of seconds. In this project flexibility has mainly been evaluated from the
ability to allocate production between hours within the day.

Different optimization tools and models are used as aid to allocate the production in the most
profitable way. All models do however provide a simplified view of reality. The
simplification can cause problems if the model is over or underestimating the performance, in
this case the flexibility, of the hydropower stations. Consequences of this can for instance be
problems with pricing of the production and the valuation of investments.
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Physical Operations and Trading (POT) is a unit within Fortum which is responsible for the
planning, selling and operating the electricity production from the company’s hydropower
assets. The background to this project is POT’s wish to evaluate the flexibility in a number of
stations which potentially could have more capacity for short time regulation compared to
what is used today.

1.2

Objectives

This master’s thesis project is conducted at Fortum’s unit Physical Operations and Trading.
Possibly as a part in their work to asses and improve the operation of their hydropower assets.
The main objective of the project is to present a methodology to measure and evaluate
flexibility of hydropower stations. To concretize the objective the following aims with the
project can be formulated.


Identify factors which are affecting and limiting the flexibility of hydropower
stations.



Investigate and explain factors which are causing deviations between planned and
realized operation.



Evaluate possible impact on the revenue.



Investigate how to relate the actual flexibility to a station’s idealized theoretical
potential for flexibility.

1.2.1

Usage of the term flexibility

Within the context of this project the term flexibility will refer to the ability or opportunity to
allocate the energy production to certain times in order to maximize revenue. As a limitation
it has been chosen to only consider a time frame of one hour or longer with focus on the
flexibility within a 24 hour span. The issue is thereby to primary allocate power or energy
between adjacent hours and not between shorter time horizons. In this project it has been
chosen to limit the assessment to actions on the Nordic electricity spot market. With this
approach flexibility could be measured and compared as the price the producing company is
able to get given a certain available volume of water.

1.3

Method

This project has been conducted through a method consisting of three main approaches. A
study of relevant literature, interviews in order to gather further information about the topic
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and about individual characteristics of the studied stations, and an analysis where historical
data has been compared to the results from a theoretical model.

First, available literature has been studied in order to obtain an understanding of the problem
at hand. In chapters 2 to 4 background and theory from this study is presented. This includes a
description of the Nordic electricity markets where Fortum’s produced electricity is sold. The
process of production planning which is an important part of the optimization of the
hydropower production is also described in a separate chapter. An overview of some
hydropower basics is also presented in the theory section of the report.

Second, interviews have been conducted with people within the organization in order to
provide with further understanding regarding issues related to flexibility in hydropower
stations. Chapters 5 and 6 are describing factors which are found to have the potential of
affecting the flexibility or creating deviations from the planning in hydropower stations.
These chapters are based mainly on the conducted interviews.

As a third approach historical data and data from model simulations have been analyzed. A
simple model has been developed to give a measure of an idealized theoretical flexibility of a
hydropower station. Its results are compared to historical data containing planned and realized
operation. The analysis is conducted by using a volume weighted average sales price of
produced electricity to compare the flexibility. The data analysis methodology is further
explained in chapter 7.

1.4

Delimitations

Due to the magnitude of the problem no thorough investigation of the individual technical
details of the analyzed stations has been done.

Only a limited number of stations have been used in the analysis. The analyzed stations were
chosen to have similar characteristics.

Only the Nordic spot market is considered when performing the data analysis. Actions on
other markets must however be considered when explaining deviations between planned and
realized operation and discussing the flexibility of hydropower stations.
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No attempts have been done to build an advanced simulation model. The aim of the model is
to provide with an idealized result of a station’s theoretical flexibility.
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The Nordic electricity market

Electricity is, as the reader probably already knows, quite unique as a commodity. Since
electricity cannot be readily stored there has to be balance between production and
consumption at all times. Electricity must also be transported through a network where the
capacity is limited (Olsson 2005). Over time all commodity markets need to have a balance
between production and consumption. Due to the special features of electricity the power
system needs to be in balance at every single moment. A situation with imbalance between
consumption and production can lead to blackouts with major impact on society. Classical
economical theory states that the balance between supply and demand will be created by the
price. Due to the special properties of an electric system the theory is however not entirely
valid. One special feature of an electricity market is that pricing of electricity cannot be
instantaneous. The pricing must always be ahead of or after real time. (Wangensteen 2006)

Traditionally, electricity markets have been vertically integrated markets where the consumers
were not free to choose which producer to buy their electricity from. Instead they were forced
to buy from the local electricity producer (Soder & Amelin 2006). Today many electricity
markets are moving towards a liberalized structure. The Nordic electricity market Nord Pool
is considered to be a forerunner on how a power market could be deregulated (restructured).
On the Nordic market the majority of volume is traded through the market pool, bilateral
contracts are however also allowed. When people in the Nordic region refer to the electricity
market they usually mean Nord Pool Spot which is the Nordic day-ahead electricity market.
On the spot market production quantities are each day auctioned for the following day. (Nord
Pool 2011)

This project is done within the context of the Nordic region and from here on forward the
only electricity market that will be discussed is the Nordic one.

2.1

Market actors

There are a number of different actors on the Nordic electricity market. Before the actual
market places and functions are outlined, the actors involved on an electricity market will be
presented. The involved actors include system operators, producers, end users, balance
4

responsible parties, suppliers, and grid companies (Soder & Amelin 2006). For a more
thorough explanation of all the actors involved please see (Wangensteen 2006) who lists ten
different roles on a power market. Below follows a short description of each of the mentioned
actors. Note that a larger company generally fulfills a multiple number of the actor roles. A
large producer is for instance usually also responsible for its balance.

System Operators do what their name suggests, operate the system. Their main purpose is to
make sure there is a security of supply in the system. In the Nordic system the System
Operators also own and maintain the transmission networks which make them Transmission
System Operators (TSOs). The countries participating in Nord Pool have their own
transmission networks and thus their own TSOs. In Sweden Svenska Kraftnät is TSO. The
TSOs are responsible for balancing the power and keeping the system within its capacity
level. They are also responsible for controlling voltage and frequency in the electric grid.
(Wangensteen 2006)

Producers own and operate the power plants and sell the generated power in the market. The
generated power is bought by the end users. In a restructured market each end user is free to
choose which producer to buy electricity from. Due to scale advantages related to electricit y
generation the influential producers are generally quite few (Soder & Amelin 2006).

A balance provider is responsible for presenting an hourly plan with balance between sold and
produced electricity fed to the grid (Svenska Kraftnät 2011). Larger producers and consumers
generally also act as balance providers while smaller actors usually let another balance
provider handle their balance (Wangensteen 2006).

Grid companies own and maintain the electric network. They are also responsible for the
quality of the electricity in their grid. Metering of the electricity consumption and production
of the users connected to the grid is also a task of the grid company. (Soder & Amelin 2006)

2.2

Market places

The Nordic electricity market is divided into different market places with different purposes
and time spans. The physical portion of Nord Pool consists of the Elspot market and the Elbas
market. On the Spot market electricity for each hour the next day is bought and sold. Elbas is
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an intra-day adjustment market where the actors have the possibility to adjust their
imbalances. (Nord Pool 2011; Svenska Kraftnät 2011)

Since all trading is made based on forecasts, production and consumption will inevitably be
imbalanced at times despite the efforts to avoid this. To counter these imbalances there is also
a need for a regulation market. On the regulation market the TSOs – Svenska Kraftnät in
Sweden – are buying capacity in order to keep the system in balance.

Figure 1. Time frame for the different market places in the Nordic system (Olsson 2005).

2.2.1

Spot-market

When people in the Nordic countries refer to the electricity market they usually mean Nord
Pool’s Elspot market. Elspot is a day-ahead market where hourly contracts for the next 24
hours are traded each day. Bids for the next day are submitted before 12:00 each day. Sell
bids are compared to buy bids to form a price. (Nord Pool 2011)

Since all trading in the spot market is performed on a day-ahead basis the market participants
need to estimate what volumes they are willing to sell respectively buy, and at which price
(Nord Pool 2011). The bid can be an hourly bid, a block bid, or a flexible bid (Ilyukhin 2007).
From a producer’s point of view this would mean estimation on how much of the production
capacity that would be available at a certain price. The price is settled by adding all the
purchase bids on one side and all the sell bids on the other side and finding the point of
intersection between the supply and demand curves (Wangensteen 2006). If all transmission
limitations and other congestions in the system are neglected, a price for the whole area is
obtained. The whole area price is called the systems price and is used as reference when
trading with financial or bilateral contracts. In order to avoid congestion issues and
overloaded transmission lines the system is divided into separate price areas. If there is a
production deficit within an area combined with a transmission limitation the price in that
area will be higher compared to neighboring areas. This will hopefully reduce the demand and
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potentially increase the production within the affected area. Power balance in each area is
considered in order to identify surplus or deficit capacity. This allows for balancing bids
between areas. If there are transmission limitations between areas the price within the areas
must however be adjusted to keep the transmission within its capacity (Wangensteen 2006).
Before 15:00 the final spot prices are published. In reality the prices are usually published
around 13:00.

Figure 2. Example of how supply and demand curves are matched to form the price.

When the electricity demand increases, so does usually the price. A higher price means that
more expensive production units are profitable and thus allows for more production. See the
supply and demand curves in Figure 2. Marginal pricing is when the pricing of a commodity
reflects the cost of producing one more unit – in this case one more kWh (Wangensteen
2006).

2.2.2

Elbas market

Once bids are accepted on the day-ahead market the participators are bound by their accepted
bids. Deviations from planned production or consumption can however happen – examples
could be the loss of a major power plant or errors in wind forecasts. The purpose of the Elbas
market is to provide a forum where the participants have opportunity to compensate their
imbalances in a controlled manner. Trading on Elbas is allowed up until one hour before
7

delivery. The available capacities are published at 14:00 CET each day. The balance market
operates on a first-come, first-served principle where highest buy price and lowest sell price
come first. (Nord Pool 2011)

By trading on the intraday market a utility can compensate for misplaced obligations on the
day-ahead market. This means an evaluation whether the potential imbalance should be
compensated through trading in the intraday market or by using the flexibility within the own
system. (Fosso & Belsnes 2004)

The volumes traded in the Elbas market are constantly increasing. As more intermittent
renewable energy, such as wind power, is entering the Nordic market the market itself is
becoming more uncertain. This means the intraday market is becoming more important as
there probably will be a larger number of participants seeking to maintain their balance. (Nord
Pool 2011). A flexible production portfolio should thus provide good opportunities to make
profit in the Elbas market.

2.2.3

Regulating markets

Due to unforeseen events in the operation of the power system or deviations from the load
forecasts there is a need to balance the system in real time. During each operating hour, the
system operator, which in Sweden is Svenska Kraftnät, is responsible for the final balance of
the system. As Svenska Kraftnät has no own production facilities it has to buy the regulation
from balance providers. This is organized through a regulation market operated by the balance
service of Svenska Kraftnät (Svenska Kraftnät 2011). In the Swedish (and Nordic) system
there are two types of reserves. These are the primary frequency reserves and the secondary
regulation reserves (Nordel 2008). The primary reserve is responsible for stabilizing the
system during imbalances and the secondary reserve is responsible for returning the system to
its previous state after a disturbance has occurred.

Primary regulation
The purpose of the primary regulation, also called frequency controlled reserves, is to
stabilize the electric frequency if is starts to deviate from the normal 50 Hz. It is activated
automatically as soon as there are deviations in frequency. The frequency controlled reserves
are divided into two categories. Frequency controlled normal operation reserve which is
responsible for keeping the electric frequency between 49.9 Hz and 50.1 Hz during normal
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operation of the power system. The other category is the frequency controlled disturbance
reserve which is activated to handle deviations down to a frequency of 49.5 Hz, caused by
disturbances in the power system. (Nordel 2008) If the frequency for some reason starts to
drop, the primary regulation is activated in order to stop it from dropping any further. The
primary regulation alone will however not be able to return the frequency to its previous state.

Primary regulation is sold as a service where the producers are reserving capacity which can
be activated when it is needed. Bids on the market for primary regulation are to be placed no
later than 15:00 the day before delivery and are given as EUR/MW. The pricing of primary
regulation should reflect the associated risk and a margin for profit. (Svenska Kraftnät 2010)

Secondary regulation
As it was explained in the previous section the purpose of the primary regulation is to
stabilize the electric frequency during disturbances. The purpose of the secondary regulation
is to return the system to its original operating point and to restore the primary reserves. In
Sweden this is usually done by regulation on the production side. The secondary regulation is
manually activated by the TSO. An increase of production is called upward regulations while
a decreased is called downward regulation.

Balance providers are submitting bids to the TSO stating how much they are willing to
increase or decrease their production and at what price. All bids are organized to form a price
ladder, see Figure 3. When the need for regulation arises the bids which are closest to the spot
price are accepted. The price for upward regulation is set to the same price as the highest
accepted bid for upward regulation. Similarly the downward regulation price is set to the
same price as the lowest accepted bid. This process is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Price ladder with bids for upward or downward regulation sorted in merit order. Own figure
adapted from (Nordel 2008).
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3

Production planning

3.1

The objective of planning

Before the deregulation of the Nordic electricity market the price of electricity was set
beforehand. By keeping the production costs at a minimum the producing utilities created a
margin for profit. The main uncertainty in production planning lied in forecasting the varying
load profile (Kerola 2006). Today the objective has changed from cost minimization to a
maximization of revenue. See for instance (Soder & Amelin 2006) or (Wangensteen 2006).
Today the producers are primarily focusing on forecasting the market price (Ilyukhin 2007).
When planning hydroelectric power production this is expressed as a desire to sell electricity
at highest electricity price possible. If the production portfolio is flexible much of the
production from hydro power can be allocated to hours with beneficial electricity price.

Production planning seeks to maximize the revenue within the planning period as well as
future revenue while keeping current and future costs at a minimum. The optimization
problem also has a number of additional conditions such as maximum reservoir levels,
environmental constraints, and other factors. (Soder & Amelin 2006; Ilyukhin 2007)

Parameters of importance in the planning process are inflow to and discharge from the
reservoirs, efficiency of units, hydrologic coupling between reservoirs in the system, value of
stored water, head, and start up costs of units. (Conejo et al. 2002)

All trading on the electricity markets is in reality done ahead of or after real-time. When
planning ahead of time the optimization must largely rely on forecasted values on many
important parameters. Such parameters are for instance inflow of water, thermal availability,
and electricity demand (Soder & Amelin 2006). All of these parameters will affect the future
electricity price which is crucial when it comes to planning the production. In a hydro
dominated energy system, such as the Nordic system, the most important factor influencing
the electricity spot price is the total amount of stored water in the system (Wangensteen
2006). The increased integration of the European power system is however also causing fuel
(mainly coal, oil, and gas) prices to have impact on the electricity price.
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3.2

Planning horizons

Planning of hydro power production is generally divided into different time horizons. These
are long term, mid term, and short term planning (Fosso et al. 1999).


Long term hydro power planning aims to allocate the energy resource in a time
horizon spanning 3 - 5 years ahead and with a one week resolution.



The mid term planning has a time frame of 1 - 2 years and a resolution of one week.



Short term planning generally has a horizon of a few weeks and usually a resolution of
one hour.

Each of the planning levels, except the long term, receives input from the planning level
above, i.e. the one with longer time horizon (Kerola 2006). Short term planning receives
mandate from mid term planning in the form of marginal water values. When planning
forward within a long time horizon forecasts are highly uncertain. This means the long term
and mid term models usually are stochastic. The short term planning model is on the contrary
most often purely deterministic (Fosso et al. 1999) Detail level in the models used is generally
lower the longer the time horizon is.

3.2.1

Long term

The purpose of the long term planning horizon is to allocate energy between seasons. This is
in general done by modeling an aggregated reservoir for the whole system. The long term
planning is providing the mid term planners with a mandate in the form of marginal water
values and suggested generation levels each week. The long time horizon means there are
significant uncertainties associated with long term planning. This is usually compensated by
running a number of different forecast scenarios. (Fosso et al. 1999; Wangensteen 2006)

3.2.2

Mid term

The mid term planning uses a more detailed description of the system compared to the model
used for long term planning. In the mid term planning process resources are allocated on a
seasonal basis. The purpose of mid term planning is to provide the short term process with
mandates in the form of marginal water values and reservoir trajectories for different forecast
scenarios. (Fosso et al. 1999). Mandates are presented for individual reservoirs. This means
the model must be able to simulate the behavior of the reservoirs. Mid term planning does not
however take all the performance characteristics of individual units into consideration.
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3.2.3

Short term

The short term planning process uses an even more detailed model compared to the mid and
long term planning. One of the most important tasks of short term hydropower planning is to
act as decision support in the day-ahead (spot) market and the intraday markets. The optimal
spot bid seeks to maximize the revenue for the planning period while fulfilling load
obligations and implementing the long term strategy presented by the mid term planning. This
process results in optimized generation schedules for all the units. (Fosso & Belsnes 2004).

Once all production sold on the day-ahead market is known, short term planning provides the
real time planning with detailed production plans and bidding steering for the after spot
market (Ilyukhin 2007).

Hydroelectric power production is associated with very low marginal cost compared to for
instance thermal power production. There is however a limited amount of water available
from which energy can be extracted. Since water is a limited resource it raises the question
when the water should be used. Is it more profitable to use it now or should it be stored and
used in the future, when prices are higher? The answer to this depends on the present value of
the water in relation to its expected future value. Figure 4 shows the water value function
which is a measure of the value of the reservoir content. The value of the water in a reservoir
is a function of reservoir content, expected future price, and other reservoirs in the system.
(Olsson 2005; Fosso et al. 1999)

The marginal water value (MWV) is the derivative of the water value function and describes
the value of producing additional energy at a particular reservoir level, i.e. €/MWh. It is the
slope of the curve in Figure 4. This approach with a marginal, or incremental, value of water
was introduced by Stage & Larsson (1961). The MWV in an empty reservoir is generally the
highest expected price during the planning period while it in a full reservoir shows the lowest
expected price. If spillage is expected during the planning period the marginal value will
approach a horizontal line at full reservoir content. The MWV is generally a decreasing
function and that the same amount of water has a lesser value when there is more water in the
reservoir (Ilyukhin 2007).
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Figure 4. Future income as function of reservoir content. The straight lines are showing the marginal
water values at different reservoir levels. (Fosso et al. 1999)

3.2.4

Real time

The real time planning is responsible for the bidding on after spot markets and for adjusting
the production plans based on the results of the market actions (Ilyukhin 2007). After spot
markets refer to the balance and regulation markets, see section 2.2. Real time planning is also
responsible for adjusting the planning if there are unexpected situations with the potential of
causing imbalances.
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4

Hydropower overview

4.1

The hydroelectric power station

A hydroelectric power station, see Figure 5, utilizes the head difference between two water
surfaces to produce its power. The potential energy of the water is converted into kinetic
energy when the water is discharged through the intake, into the penstock, and past the
turbine. This energy is absorbed by the turbine which in turn transfers its energy to the
generator. In the generator the mechanical energy is converted into useable electric energy
which is fed to the electric grid. It is not shown in Figure 5 but a fundamental part of a
hydropower station is the spillway which is used to spill water past the station in certain
situations. (Soder & Amelin 2006; Alvarez 2006)

Figure 5. A typical hydropower station. (Olsson 2005)

There are two main turbine classifications depending on how the energy in the water is
converted. These are the impulse and the reaction turbine. The impulse turbine converts the
water’s kinetic energy while the reaction turbine is using both the kinetic and the pressure
energy of the water. There are three main types of turbines used for hydroelectric purposes.
These are the Francis and Kaplan turbines, both reaction turbines, and the Pelton turbine
which is an impulse turbine. Pelton turbines are best suited for high heads while Francis and
Kaplan turbines are suited for average to low heads. (Alvarez 2006) Swedish hydropower is
characterized by quite low heads which makes Francis and Kaplan turbines the most common.
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The power produced in a hydropower station is proportional to head, discharge and the
efficiency (Lundin 2010). Power output from a station is thus regulated by varying the
discharge through the turbine.

4.2

Reservoirs, water rights and hydrological coupling

In Figure 5 a simple schematic picture of a hydro power station is shown. The upper reservoir
allows for storage of water. This possibility to store water is a quite unique feature of
hydropower compared to other renewable energy sources. It allows for the opportunity to
choose when to produce power. Production can therefore be offset to times when it is needed.
The amount of energy and the amount of time it can be stored is related to the size of the
available reservoir. Both the water runoff and the electricity consumption vary through the
season and the ability to store the water’s energy allows for allocation of energy to periods
with higher demand.

The size of a reservoir is dictated by its highest regulated water level and lowest regulated
water level (Lundin 2010). The water volume contained by those boundaries is available for
regulation. Allowed water levels are traditionally described by water rights court rulings
(from here on referred to as water rights) which are individual for each reservoir. The water
rights usually have both legal and environmental limits. Apart from stating the size of the
reservoir, water rights can also contain rules on how a reservoir or a river reach can be used.
Such rules can be limitations on how quickly the discharge can be changed or that there
always must be some water flowing in the river.

A unique feature of hydropower is the fact that a station can not be operated independently
with regards to other station in the same river system. The water level in a reservoir is
affected by the amount of water being discharged or spilled from the upstream stations. The
time it takes for the water (or more specifically the pressure wave) to travel between adjacent
reservoirs is called delay time and can range from minutes to several days. (Olsson & Soder
2003)

There are normally multiple actors in a river. In Sweden the operation of multiple actors is
coordinated by the organization Vattenregleringsföretagen (Vattenregleringsföretagen 2011).
The basic principle of this coordination is that the individual actor in theory should be able to
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operate independently from the other actors in the river. Each actor is to submit a request on
how much they wish to produce during a certain time period. The request of an actor with a
lot of production in a river has more weight compared to an actor with less production. Once
the requests have been submitted they are combined to form a discharge plan which the actors
have to follow. For an individual actor this could mean more or less production compared to
their request. To compensate for this any surplus production is given to an actor with a deficit
and vice versa. This zero sum power exchange (Sv. kraftbyte) method is in theory allowing all
actors to independently plan their operation. (Hallia 2008)

4.3

Ice related issues

Frazil ice (Sv. kravis) is found in turbulent water when the temperature reaches sub zero
centigrade. Due to the turbulent flow the vertical temperature distribution is quite
homogenous which allows ice crystals to form. If the flow speed is less than 0.6 m/s the ice
particles are gathered at the water surface to form a solid layer of ice. At higher flow speeds
the ice particles might still gather at the surface but the creation of a solid crust of ice is less
likely. If the turbulence is large enough the ice particles will be mixed through the full depth
of the river and thus not gather at the surface. Instead the particles will travel downstream and
potentially create problems by ending up in unwanted places such as the intake gate (Sv.
intagsgrind) which are there to protect the station from for instance floating debris. There are
also other problems associated with frazil ice which will not be further addressed in the
context of this project. (Karlsson 2009)

To avoid the problems it is desirable to allow a solid layer of ice to form. This is done by
reducing the discharge through the station until the ice is in place (Karlsson 2009). Once the
ice layer is properly in place the normal discharge can be resumed. The operation must
however take caution since too intense regulation might break the ice cover (Pettersson 2011).

4.4

Capacity factor

A term which will be referred to quite frequently in the report is a hydropower station’s
capacity factor. The capacity factor is defined as a station’s average annual energy production
divided by its maximum possible energy production (Boyle 2004). It can be said to give an
indication about the capacity of a station in relation to the average flow in the river. A low
capacity factor is indicative of a station with large discharge capacity compared to the average
flow in the river. Such a station is usually well suited for regulation.
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In Sweden a hydropower station’s ability to regulate its production is often referred to as its
utbyggnadsgrad which is defined as a station’s maximum discharge capacity divided by the
average flow in the river. This is basically the inverse of the capacity factor. Due to the lack
of a proper English translation it was chosen to instead use the capacity factor through the
report.

4.5

Hydropower and balance regulation

Electricity cannot be stored within the power system. It must therefore be a constant balance
between used electricity and electricity fed into the system. The term regulation or balancing
power relates to the measures of balancing taken on the production side of the power system.
The term balance regulating power is very wide and relates to time scales ranging from
fractions of seconds to several years. (Dahlbäck 2011)

As was mentioned in section 4.2, hydro power is unique as it allows energy, or power, to be
saved for later use. Electricity consumption varies with time and is far from constant. More
energy is needed during the cold winter compared to in the summer. There are also significant
differences in how much energy is used during the course of a day or a week. More electricity
is consumed daytime and on weekdays compared to nights and weekends. Figure 6 shows
how the consumption in Sweden can vary through a week. Notice how the consumption is
higher during weekdays compared to during weekends. Also notice the increase in
consumption during mornings and afternoons.
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Figure 6. Electricity consumption in Sweden during an arbitrary week (Dahlbäck 2011). The vertical axis
is showing the consumption in MW.

To perform balance regulation with hydro power means in practice to store water when there
is less demand for later use when the demand for electricity is higher. For a producer on a
power market the term demand should be replaced by price. The underlying explanations do
however still apply. In this project the time frame for regulation is mainly within the day.

As more wind power is introduced into the Nordic system an increased degree of uncertainty
is also introduced. Production from wind power is harder to predict and plan compared to
production from hydro and thermal power. In Svenska Kraftnät (2008) it is estimated that the
increased need for regulatory capacity will be 1400-1800 MW at 10 TWh wind power. They
also present a scenario with 30 TWh wind power which will require an increase in regulatory
capacity with 4300-5300 MW. About 85 % of these capacities could consist of reserves which
are possible to regulate within minute and hour scale and thus can be considered relevant for
this project. In the same report it is discussed that the increase of wind power potentially can
lead to a lower electricity price while flexible assets with the potential of covering the uneven
load distribution will become more valuable. For further reading about the effects of an
increased wind power production for a hydropower producer see for instance (Amelin et al.
2009; Vardanyan & Amelin 2011)
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5

Factors which can influence the flexibility of a
hydropower station

5.1

Introduction

There are a number of factors which have the potential of affecting and reducing the actual
realized performance of a hydropower station. It is difficult to say much about the
performance of a station without some understanding of which factors that affect the way said
station can be operated. These factors can be very different in nature and are not easy to
classify. They can for instance be related to difficulties in interpreting details of a water right.
The knowledge and experience of the people operating the station can also have the potential
of affect how much of the flexibility that can be utilized. The purpose of this chapter is to
present factors which have been found to have a potential of reducing the overall flexibility of
a hydropower station. These factors have been identified primarily through discussion and
interviews with people working with trading and operation within Fortum Power. Note how
the word performance is used in the in the first line of this paragraph. Many of the flexibility
reducing factors here are in fact factors with the potential of affecting the overall performance
of a station. As a consequence many of the explanations in this chapter are similar to the ones
presented in chapter 6 where factors with the potential of causing deviations between planned
and realized operation are presented.

An attempt to classify the flexibility affecting factors is done. Many of the factors which are
limiting the flexibility of a hydropower station can be said to be related to the stations
themselves. Other factors have more to do with how the stations are operated. A distinction
between factors which are related to the stations and factors which can be related to the
process of planning and operating the production is therefore done. This is to be seen as an
attempt to bring some order in highly complex and multidisciplinary topic. The classification
of factors is summarized in Table 1 below.
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Table 1. Factors found to have the potential to affect and limit the flexibility of a hydropower station.
Factors related to a station
Reservoir size

Allows for storage of water

Water rights

Sets ramping and discharge constraints
Sets the size of reservoirs

Hydrological coupling

Makes actions done in one station also affect other stations

The capacity factor

Sets an upper limit for flexible operation

Technical limitations

Sets ramping and discharge constraints
Sets constraints on how often a unit can be started

Temporary and seasonal variations

Limits or removes the flexibility during certain periods

Factors related to the organization
Safety margins and other considerations

Affects how much of the available flexibility can be utilized

Resources and experience

Affects how much of the available flexibility can be utilized

5.2

Station related factors

5.2.1

Reservoir size

When discussing the volume of a hydropower reservoir in relation to a station’s flexibility,
size does in fact matter. The perhaps most fundamental attribute of a flexible hydropower
station is the size of its reservoir in relation to its discharge capacity and the river’s flow. If
the reservoir is sufficiently large in relation to the average flow in the river it has the capacity
to buffer flow variations, see section 4.2. If the buffering capacities of a reservoir and its
downstream reservoir are large enough it allows for a particular station to operate more or less
independently from other stations in the same river system, again see section 4.2. The stations
investigated in this project do, in most cases, not have reservoirs which allows for more than a
few days storage of water. Many stations do however have the capacity to buffer water
corresponding to several hours of high discharge. Such stations do therefore, at least in
theory, have the capacity for short time regulation. That is, to reduce their production during
hours with low electricity price and instead allocate that production to hours with higher spot
price. This capacity does also relate to the possibility to use the opportunities which the
regulatory and balance markets are offering, see section 2.2.
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5.2.2

Water rights

Water rights definitely reduce how flexible a reservoir can be utilized compared to a case
when they would not have been there. The water rights must however be abided and are
almost as fundamental as any physical law when it comes to the operation of a hydropower
station. It is difficult to change existing water rights and most of the times the changes do in
fact put further constraints on the operation (Svenska Kraftnät 2008; Energimyndigheten
2008). Therefore a water right should on its own rather be seen as a condition than a
limitation when assessing the flexibility.

The difficulties with water rights are related to the degree to which the limits imposed by
water rights can be fully utilized. Violating water rights can lead to legal or monetary
consequences for the company and should thus be avoided. As a consequence it is often
desirable to keep a margin in order to avoid violating a water right (Ilyukhin 2007). For a
small reservoir, such a margin could mean quite a noticeable limitation in how the reservoir
can be used. Many water rights have conditional constraints which means that they can vary
for instance with season or with different flow situations. Such constraints can be hard to
interpret and can even be impossible to properly integrate into the planning tools (Ryman
2011). As a consequence of this uncertainty a station is operated within limits which are
known to definitely be allowed even if it could mean unnecessary large margins or other
unused capacity. In such situations the water right, or rather the lack of understanding of the
water right acts as a factor limiting the actual flexibility of a hydropower station.

The degree to which the water rights are fully utilized is seen as both one of the largest
limitations and possibilities when it comes to the flexibility of a hydropower station
(Pettersson 2011; Ryman 2011; Silver 2011). Water rights are limitations in a sense that the
conditions ruled by many water rights courts might be far from fully used. Some reservoirs
are used much more conservative today compared to how they were used a decade ago, before
the use of modern planning tools (Silver 2011). In a similar way the water rights can be seen
as possibilities in a sense that their limits most probably can be utilized to a larger degree.

5.2.3

Hydrological coupling

When assessing the flexibility of hydropower stations it does not suffice to look at individual
stations. All reservoirs in a river reach are interconnected, especially those which have small
reservoirs and lie close to each other. As a result, the operation of one station will also affect
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how other stations can be operated, see section 4.2. A station with individual characteristics
highly suitable for i.e. short time regulation can in reality have its flexibility quite limited if
downstream reservoirs have limited buffer capacity. If the upstream station is regulating its
production without the downstream station being able to follow that regulation it might lead
to situations where the downstream station is forced to spill water in order to stay within its
allowed reservoir limits. In real operation such effects have to be considered and will most
probably limit the flexibility for the individual station. There is however also the possibility to
run the whole reach as one unit and thus allow for increased flexibility (Pettersson 2011). An
example of such operation is to increase the production earlier in a downstream station in
order to make some room in its reservoir for the upstream discharge during the higher priced
hours (Pettersson 2011). Another example of sequenced operation could be to first increase
the production in an upstream station to make sure the downstream station is operating at
optimal head during the hours with higher production (Silver 2011). This scheme of operating
a river reach as one unit does however require experience, resources and good coordination
and is something that has not been utilized to any large extent so far (Pettersson 2011; Silver
2011). This chapter is addressing factors limiting the flexibility of a hydropower station. The
lack of coordination between stations in sequence could therefore be seen as a limiting factor
as well as an opportunity to improve the flexibility.

If there are multiple actors in the river reach the operation described above is difficult if not
impossible. In many cases the operation is limited by the interaction with other actors. A
major problem is the uncertainty associated with not knowing what discharge to expect from
an upstream station owned by another actor. Fortum usually get hourly planned discharges
from the other actors but there is a general feeling that the actual discharges often are different
compared to the plan. To be able to buffer these deviations a larger margin must consequently
be kept in the affected reservoirs (Ryman 2011). This margin does in turn limit the flexibility
of such stations. An example is one of the studied stations where the upstream station is
owned and operated by another actor. Similarly, there are also flexibility limitations
associated with downstream stations owned by other actors. If there are other actors affected
by the discharge of a station the operation is usually bound to the preliminary plan. This
leaves less room for flexible operation of such stations.

The power exchange (Sv. kraftbyten) occurring in rivers with multiple actors is also
something which somewhat reduces the flexibility of a hydropower station since it imposes a
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pre set average discharge during several hours. It is however possible to regulate the
production within those hours as long as the average discharge follows the power exchange
agreement. This is something which could be done more compared to today’s operation but
would probably require extra resources. Regulating within the 6 hour blocks could potentially
lead to an increase in revenue. (Ryman 2011; Silver 2011)

5.2.4

The capacity factor

A hydropower station’s capacity factor is highly indicative of said station’s overall flexibility.
As was defined in section 4.4, the capacity factor shows how large part of time a station is
operating at what would correspond to rated power, or rated discharge. The higher the
capacity factor is the less room there is for flexible operation. It is not surprising that a station
operating at what corresponds to rated power 20 % of the time has more room to flexible
operation compared to an identical station which is operating at its maximum capacity around
75 % of the time. Stations which are considered to be very well suited for balance regulation
does normally have capacity factors around, say, 0.25 while the stations studied in this project
all have capacity factors higher than 0.5.

The quota between the average flow of a river and the rated discharge of a station in that river
is related to the capacity factor and does in a sense say something about the long term
flexibility of a station. As long as the reservoir lacks the capacity to buffer a significant
amount of water the station’s discharge must average the inflow in order to avoid spillage. If
the average flow of a river is close the rated discharge of a hydropower station in that river it
would mean that the station would be forced run at its rated capacity during a large part of the
time. It would thus be less overall flexibility in such a station compared to a station with
larger reservoir and a larger rated discharge compared to the average flow in the river.

The amount of precipitation and its distribution through the year varies between years. As a
consequence the loading of a hydropower station also varies between years. Some years might
have intensive rain periods during summer and fall which can lead to high flows in the rivers.
During such periods the flexibility of a station could be greatly reduced since the station is
forced to constantly operate close to its peak capacity. There is simply no room for
maneuverability. This is of course also the case during for instance the spring flood. During
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dry years there is on the other hand often an increased potential for flexible operation (Amelin
et al. 2009).

5.2.5

Technical limitations

There are several technical limitations which dictate how a hydropower station can be
operated. One such limitation, which has a very direct influence on the flexibility of a station,
has to do with how fast the discharge through a turbine can be changed. Too fast flow changes
can potentially harm the station and must thus be avoided. Ramping constraints which are not
regulated by water rights are mostly turbine related (Ryman 2011). All stations have
limitations on how fast the discharge can be increased or decreased. Some of which are quite
conservative. One of the studied stations has a ramping constraint which prevents the
discharge from being changed by more than 30 m3/s per hour (Ryman 2011). As a
consequence it takes around 12 hours to change the production from lowest to highest
possible production. It is obvious that these constraints make short time regulation difficult.
As a comparison another station has an allowed ramping of 50 m3/s each 15 minutes which
corresponds to 200 m3/s each hour. In that station it takes about 2 hours to increase or
decrease the discharge between maximum and minimum which makes it better suited for
short time regulation. It is in any case impossible to go from zero to rated production between
adjacent hours. Large changes in discharge must thus be planned and performed during an
extended period of time.

An issue related to technical limitations is the fact that there are constraints in place where the
origin is considered to be unknown. Most of the studied stations are old and have operating
schemes that might originate from the traditional way the stations have been operated rather
than an actual thorough investigation of the technical capacity in a present and future context
(Ryman 2011). This uncertainty regarding the actual capacity of the stations can be seen as a
factor limiting the flexibility. Other technical aspects which indirectly influence the flexibility
of a hydropower station are considerations which have to be taken with respect to the effects
of a production with large variations. Such effects can for instance be thermal effects related
to the supporting structure or the generator (Dahlbäck 2011).

Considerations with regards to wear and tear as well as the risk associated with stopping a
unit are considered when modeling the start-up costs of a hydropower unit. The most
important costs are due to increased maintenance of windings and mechanical equipment and
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by control equipment malfunctions (Nilsson & Sjelvgren 1997). Assuming that the start-up
costs are correctly described the output from the planning process is an optimization where all
these things are considered (Ryman 2011). The optimized planning should therefore be an
indication of how flexible the station is with regard to stopping and restarting units.

5.2.6

Temporary or seasonal variations

There are a few factors which have a potential to cause seasonal or temporary limitations on
the flexibility of a hydropower station. Some of these limitations, such as problems related to
ice during the winter season, are hard to quantify. Instead, manual considerations, often based
on experience, have to be done regarding how to handle a reservoir. Full reservoirs during
intensive rain periods in the summer or fall, or during the spring flood, can also be seen as
factors limiting the overall flexibility of a hydropower station. The cause of such a temporary
limitation is however more straightforward and if the reservoirs are full then there is no room
for flexibility.

Two main considerations regarding ice which affects the capacity for balance regulation of a
hydropower station have been identified. The first consideration is to allow for a layer of ice
to form and the second consideration is to be careful not to break the existing ice cover. To
limit problems with frazil ice (Sv. kravis), see section 4.3, it is desirable to let at solid layer of
ice form. This is done by limiting the discharge through the station during a period when air
and water temperatures are low enough (Ryman 2011). The decision to let the ice form is
based on experience regarding which stations that normally are affected and when to reduce
the discharge. There is however always a risk ice related problems despite all efforts. If the
station is operated too hard after the ice is in place there is a risk that the ice cover will break
(Pettersson 2011). In some cases it might however be possible to regulate harder without
causing problems. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to know the outcome of an
operation. As a result flexibility is often reduced during the winter. It should be noted that ice
related problems vary greatly between different stations. In some places, such as lower
Dalälven, frazil ice is a large problem while ice related problems might almost non existent in
other stations.

In some stations special considerations have to be taken with regards to the local wildlife. An
example of such considerations is care for nesting birds. One of the studied stations is obliged
to keep an even discharge during the spring period because of seabirds nesting downstream of
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the station. Limitations imposed by environmental considerations can not, and should not, be
avoided. With better knowledge on which periods are affected there could potentially be room
for an improved flexibility. The station might have its flexibility limited for an unnecessarily
long time during spring and summer due to uncertainty if there are birds still nesting (Ryman
2011).

Unit unavailability due to maintenance or repairs has the potential of reducing the flexibility.
Maintenance is often carefully planned in a way to avoid unnecessary spillage. A well
planned maintenance work could be performed during a period when the flow in the river is
low enough for the station to run without one of its units and still avoid spillage. Even if no
water is spilled the unavailability still has the potential to reduce the possibilities for balance
regulation. The station might be forced to produce at its maximum remaining capacity during
the whole period with unavailability instead of being able to allocate production in a way to
maximize revenue.

It is however necessary to perform maintenance work and repairs which means such
limitations in a station’s flexibility is unavoidable. A thorough discussion on how the
availability process should be planned is outside the scope of this project. Considerations to
the flexibility limitations are however important when planning extended work on a
hydropower station.

5.3

Organizational related factors

5.3.1

Safety margins and other considerations

There are many reasons as to why it can be desired to keep a safety margin when planning
and operating hydropower stations. One such reason, which was mentioned in section 5.2.2, is
to avoid breaking water rights. Another reason for keeping a margin is to avoid violating the
balance agreement, see chapter 2. If the full volume of a reservoir is used and all power is
sold; any forecast error or other deviations would lead to situations with energy imbalances.
This especially relates to smaller reservoirs. As a consequence the full reservoir volume is
rarely used for short time regulation purposes which of course reduces the flexibility
compared to the maximum theoretical capacity.
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There are a number of parameters which have the potential of affecting the size of the safety
margins. If the reservoir is small, even narrow margins will have large relative impact.
Smaller reservoirs are also more sensitive to forecast errors or unexpected discharges from
upstream stations which makes the need for sufficiently large margins even greater. The
degree to which inflow forecasts or discharge plans from upstream stations can be trusted also
have a potential of affecting the size of the safety margins. As it was previously mentioned,
see section 5.2.3, a different actor upstream of a station could be a large source of uncertainty.
The degree to which the measured data is perceived to be trustworthy is also a factor that can
affect how large safety margins that are used. If the people in charge of the operation are
unable to satisfactory monitor what happens in the stations they will probably keep some
extra margin in order to avoid e.g. violating water rights.

If all forecasted and measured data were known to be 100 % accurate it would be possible to
utilize the full regulation capacity of a station. Each added uncertainty does however add to
the safety margin and some stations seem to have more uncertainties compared to others.
There are many uncertainties which are real and valid and require safety margins. A challenge
is however to identify how large those margins are, especially as they might be varying.
Today the size of the safety margin used is largely depending on the experience and risk
awareness of the individual operator. There is however an ongoing process in place within the
organization where the goal is that more uniform margins towards the water rights should be
used (Silver 2011).

5.3.2

Resources and experience

A common conception is that the knowledge and experience of the people involved in the
planning and operation is a very important factor affecting how flexible hydropower stations
can be operated (Pettersson 2011; Silver 2011). Due to the complexity of the river systems the
optimization from the planning tools might have to be complemented with experience and
knowledge regarding how the system will behave. A higher degree of short time regulation of
a station would probably mean that some of the previous margins would have to be shrunk. In
such cases it is highly important that all people involved have knowledge in which actions
that can and can not be taken. If there are uncertainties regarding water rights, technical
aspects, or other factors there is a chance it might lead to some extra precaution which can
limit the way a station’s flexibility is used (Ryman 2011).
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The amount of time and resources available for planning and realizing a flexible operation is
also important for the outcome (Pettersson 2011). One thing limiting the capacity for a
flexible operation might be a lack of resources to perform the necessary micro management
required for each station (Silver 2011). In a situation where the time for decisions is limited
other things, such as keeping within water rights, are prioritized (Pettersson 2011).
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6

Difference between planned and realized operation

6.1

Introduction

One of the main aims of this project has been to explain the deviations between planned and
realized operation which sometimes occur. A choice has been made to focus on the
production plan which is handed over from the power trading process after the spot bid has
been accepted. After the plan has been passed there are a number of factors which have the
potential of altering the actual realized production. Some of these factors have to do with the
fact that there are several hours from the point where the plan is handed over until the point in
time when it is actually realized. During those hours there is ample of time for the conditions
which were the foundation of the initial plan to change. If those conditions change then so
might also the plan. Another reason for deviations can be that the production plan might have
to be adjusted to compensate for some limitation which is not modeled in the planning tool. A
third reason for deviations can be related to the time and resources available for the dispatch
center. It should be noted that many of the factors in this chapter are the same or similar to the
factors presented in chapter 5. For the purposes of this chapter a slightly different
categorization has however been chosen. It has been decided to divide the explanations into
three main categories.


Factors related to changed conditions or opportunities



Factors related to the planning tool



Factors related to time and resources

These categories are summarized in Table 2 below.

Table 2. Factors with the potential of causing deviations between planned and realized operation.
Changed conditions or opportunities

Unexpected events
Forecast errors
Intraday trading

Planning tool related

Some head losses not modelled
Re-planning to get better efficiency
Cooling related issues not modelled
Over/under estimation of production during extreme prices

Time and resource related

Need to prioritize which actions to take
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During the performed interviews, no pattern in what causes deviations could be found. This
chapter presents a collection of explanations as to why deviations between the production
plan and the realized production can occur. Please note that a deviation is not necessarily a
bad thing. Some of the deviations should on the contrary be seen as a proof that the operation
has been adapted to meet changed conditions or that opportunities on other markets have been
grasped.

6.2

Deviations caused by changed conditions and new
opportunities

As was mentioned in the introduction to this chapter there are several hours between the point
a production plan is handed over from the trading process to the point when the actual
production is happening. The accepted spot bids are published no later than 15:00 on the day
before, see section 2.2.1. This leaves 9 hours until the first hour of production the next day.
The finished production plan for the day ahead is normally handed over from the trading
process with around 8 hours remaining of the current day (Pettersson 2011). Unexpected
events during those hours, or during the next day, can be big factors in creating deviations
between the planned and the realized operation. An example of such an unexpected event is
the loss or return of production from a nuclear power plant. When such events occur after the
spot bid has been accepted there is usually need to do a complete re planning (Ryman 2011).
Large imbalances caused by for instance the loss of a nuclear plant are almost exclusively
covered by production in large stations well suited for balance regulation. Big changes
compared to the planned operation in such stations will however, due to the hydrological
coupling, also influence how the downstream stations can be operated (Ryman 2011).
Changed conditions compared to the forecasts used during the planning can also be an
explanation as to why a realization differs from the initial production plan.

In chapter 2 the different markets for electric power were described. Most of the volume is
traded in the spot market but the trading on the regulation or balance markets can also be
substantial. Normally the intraday traders spot an opportunity in, say the regulating market,
and ask the day-ahead traders to save some capacity (Silver 2011). This would mean that the
upward or downward regulation, if the bid is accepted, will force a deviation from the planned
operation which only has considered actions in the spot market. If the price of upwards
regulation is high during the night, the intraday traders might decide to increase production.
As a consequence the flexible operation between day and night, and the value creation, with
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regard to only the spot market would appear to have been reduced when in reality the choice
to sell upwards regulation might have increased the overall revenue.

Actions in the market for frequency regulation also have the potential of causing deviations
between the production plan and the realized production. Even if capacity is reserved for
frequency regulation the activation of a reserve will cause a deviation when comparing the
spot plan to the realized production. Activated frequency regulation could also potentially
cause deviations in a more indirect way. If the regulation is activated the reservoir level might
be lowered to a point which limits the ability for a particular station to follow its production
plan (Pettersson 2011).

6.3

Planning tool related deviations

Some deviations between planned and realized production can occur due to factors which are
not modeled in the planning tool. It is important to remember that all models have limitations.
One thing which reduces the detail level of a model is the computation time (Ryman 2011).
Other limitations are associated with difficulties in translating efficiency curves and water
rights so they can be used in the model. A third aspect has to do with the calibration of the
model. The rated power of a station can be calibrated to a certain figure when in reality the
station’s maximum power production might be slightly lower. This section will list some
causes of deviations which could be associated with the planning tool.

There seems to be an uncertainty regarding how accurately some losses are modeled in the
planning tool. If there is a difference between the estimated and the actual head losses there is
a risk that the available production is being overestimated. This could lead to imbalances with
the potential of creating deviations between planned and realized results (Pettersson 2011).
One example is during situations with very high flows, i.e. the spring flood. In such situations
with extensive spillage the lower water surface raises which reduces the head of the station
and makes it impossible to reach rated power (Ryman 2011).

In some cases there is a possibility that through a re planning adjust the production towards a
better efficiency for individual stations. The production plan might contain sub optimal results
efficiency wise and a change could potentially lead to better revenue for the whole system
even if the production in an individual station appears to be less profitable (Silver 2011). It
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should however be noted that an optimal efficiency in some cases could lead to a higher
revenue depending on market and flow conditions.

Two specific situations where the production plans might overestimate the actual production
have been identified. The first situation is occurring during periods with high flows and quite
warm temperature. Because of the high flows, the stations are producing power close to their
peak capacity for extended periods of time. If the weather is quite hot during such periods
there can be problems with getting enough cooling for the machinery (Silver 2011). Problems
with heating can also occur in the transformer through which the station is connected to the
grid (Pettersson 2011). As a result the power output needs to be reduced to avoid overheating.
This phenomenon has the potential of causing deviations from the planned operation. A
second situation when the planning tool seems to overestimate the production capacity of the
stations is during periods with unusually high electricity prices. Many times during such
situations more volume than can be produced is sold (Silver 2011). This will of course create
deviations from the planned production. Similarly, in situations with extremely low electricity
prices there can occur situations with an overproduction when the planning tool is
overestimating how much the production can be lowered (Silver 2011).

6.4

Deviations caused by lack of time and resources

In a similar manner as was addressed in section 5.3.2 the time and resources available for the
people responsible for the operation of the hydropower have the potential of causing
deviations from the planned operation. There might be situations where the people in the
dispatch center are forced to prioritize between whether to try to strictly follow the production
plan or to for instance take actions to prevent violating a water right. In such situations,
certain actions will be prioritized. Strictly following the production plan for a “less important”
station is often less prioritized, which can lead to deviations for some stations. (Pettersson
2011)

6.5

Difficulties to explain deviations

In the Swedish part of Fortum Power the hydropower production plans handed over from the
power traders are by tradition somewhat adjusted towards a state where they could be used in
the dispatch center. No optimized plan can be directly used without being manually adjusted
even if such an output from the planning tools would be ideal. In Finland the tradition is to
hand over an unaltered optimization which is something that is becoming more and more
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common also in Sweden. (Ryman 2011) The fact that the plans to a large extent have been
manually adjusted makes it hard to trace what causes deviations. Instead, some of the
alterations seem to depend on who has been responsible for a specific plan and their
experience. Some of the production plans could be used almost without alterations while
others might require more extensive re planning. (Silver 2011) In a similar manner the
outcome seems to also depend on the people responsible for the re planning and the dispatch.

The historical production plans and data showing the realized production does not contain any
information regarding the adjustments that has been done or why adjustments have been done.
This makes it hard to distinguish the reason to why there are differences between planned and
realized operation. To be able to quantitatively analyze the causes of deviations would most
probably need deep insight and experience in both the planning and the operating process,
something which unfortunately have not been possible to obtain within the scope of this
project.
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7

Data analysis methodology

7.1

Introduction

As was stated in the objectives for this project, see section 1.2, the aim of the project was to
develop a methodology to evaluate the flexibility in hydropower stations. The purpose of the
developed method was thus to work as a tool for reaching the aims of the project. In brief
those aims were to identify factors which reduce the flexibility of a station, to explain
deviations between planned and realized operation, to answer how to relate to a simplified
theoretical potential of a station, and finally, to evaluate how the results are affecting the
revenue. Note that the methodology described in this chapter is a different one than the
method described in section 1.3 which is for the whole project. The term flexibility is in this
context referring to the possibility to regulate between hours and within a full day, see section
1.2.1.

The basic idea behind the method is to compare the historical results from planned
production, realized production, and a theoretical maximum potential for flexibility. Behind
this idea was an assumption that there would be three different levels of flexibility consisting
of a theoretical maximum potential, a less flexible planned production, and a realized
production potentially less flexible than the planned production. The theoretical maximum
potential is to be regarded as how flexible a station possibly could be operated should it not be
subject to the limitations presented in chapter 5. Explanations to differences between planned
and realized operation are described in chapter 6. By comparing these three levels it would
therefore in theory, be possible to identify time periods to be further investigated:


Periods when the flexibility of a station might have not been fully utilized were to be
further studied in order to explain which factors are limiting the flexibility of a station.
Periods with large deviations between planned (and realized) production and the
theoretical potential might for instance indicate that there is unused capacity for
flexible operation.



Periods when there seem to have been significant deviations between planned and
realized production were to be further studied. The outcome of the study would be
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explanations as to why there were deviations between planned and realized
production.

Another goal of the methodology has been to evaluate how to relate to the theoretical
flexibility. It was initially assumed that some sort of relationship between the planned (and
realized) production and the theoretical flexibility could be identified. This relationship could
for instance be in the form of a scale factor. The reason why this relationship is important is
that an idealized theoretical calculation might be used when evaluating a station before an
upgrade or prior to an acquisition. A final goal was to evaluate the difference in revenue
between the three different levels of flexibility.

Historical data from 2009 and 2010 has been available and used in the project. A simplified
model has been used to identify the maximum theoretical potential for flexibility. As a
measure of the used flexibility a sales price defined as a volume weighted average price has
been used. This chapter describes the different parts in this method.

7.2

Model of theoretical flexibility

7.2.1

Introduction production modeling

The main purpose of the developed model is to provide boundaries for the theoretical
maximal flexibility for each individual hydro power station. These boundaries are used for
comparison when analyzing data from planned and realized production. Given that the model
is valid, real and planned production should then with no exception be within the extreme
values provided by the model. The model is also kept simple in order to correspond to what
the result of simple manual calculations would be.

Power output as function of the discharge describes a curve which is both nonlinear and nonconcave. When optimizing a non-concave function it is impossible to know if the obtained
solution describes a minimum or an optimum. This family of functions is therefore often
approximated by concave functions. A common and simple approach when modeling hydro
power production is to replace the non-concave functions with linear approximations (Olsson
2005).
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In this section a simple model based on linear programming is described. Discharge/power
curves are modeled as linear functions without forbidden intervals and at constant maximum
efficiency. Only one reservoir is modeled, hydrological coupling is thus neglected. Production
is allowed to be allocated freely which for instance means no ramping. The head dependency
is also neglected. The model itself is purely deterministic which means it will have to be fed
known or forecasted values of i.e. prices and runoff. In summary, basically all flexibility
limiting factors are neglected in the model.

Most of the theory used in the model comes from (Soder & Amelin 2006). The model
developed for this project is based on linear programming see Appendix 1. It uses the Matlab
function linprog contained in Matlab’s Optimization Toolbox to solve the linear programming
problem.
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7.2.2

Nomenclature

Sets and units
T

Set of indices of the hours of the planning period

HU

Hour unit, a volume corresponding to a flow of 1 m3/s during one
hour (3600 m3)

Parameters
γ

Production equivalent [MWh/HU]

λ(t)

Spot price, realized or forecasted, [€/MWh]

Xstart

Starting content for the reservoir [HU]

Xend

End content for the reservoir [HU]

qup(t)

Discharge from the station directly upstream [HU]

w(t)

Local inflow, realized or forecasted, [HU]

Qmax

Maximum discharge through the turbines [HU]

Qmin

Minimum discharge through the turbines [HU]

Xmax

Maximum allowed reservoir content [HU]

Xmin

Minimum allowed reservoir content [HU]

Smin

Minimum allowed spillage [HU]

Smax

Maximum allowed spillage [HU]

P(q)

Hourly energy production [MWh]

Variables
q(t)

Hourly discharge [HU]

x(t)

Hourly reservoir content [HU]

s(t)

Hourly spillage [HU]
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7.2.3

Objective function

The function to be maximized is formulated as
z   opt   (t )q(t )

(1)

tT

where γopt is the production equivalent, λ(t) is the hourly price or forecasted price and q(t) is
the hourly discharge. The only variable in the objective function is the discharge, q(t). In more
detailed models the objective function can also contain expressions where future revenue and
start up costs are considered, see for instance (Conejo et al. 2002).

The production equivalent is calculated as the quota between hourly energy, P(q) and
discharge, q.

 (q) 

Pq 
q

(2)

In reality the production equivalent describes a nonlinear and non-concave function and has to
be approximated to allow for optimization. In this model a one segment linearization has been
chosen. The production equivalent used has been calculated as the optimum operating point of
a hydro power station or as an average of the optimum operating points in the case with
multiple turbines.
P(q) opt,n
1
(3)

N nN qopt,n
where N is the number of turbines and P(q) opt and qopt is the power production and discharge

 opt 

at optimum efficiency for the various operating regimes.

Figure 7 shows a typical production equivalent curve and a corresponding linearization done
at maximum efficiency.
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Figure 7. Production equivalent function and its one segmented linear approximation.

In a more detailed model the linearization of production equivalent could be done using
multiple segments with breakpoints at the operation points with best efficiency. Since the
efficiency is head dependent an even better method would be to also approximate multiple
curves at different heads (Conejo et al. 2002).

The produced electric energy can then be calculated as
P(t )   optQ(t )

(4)

where P(t) is the hourly energy production, γ the production equivalent, and Q(t) the
discharge. When the electricity production each hour is multiplied with the price we obtain
the hourly revenue which leads to the objective function presented in (1).

7.2.4

Constraints

In a case with a system containing more than one reservoir the hydrological coupling between
cascaded reservoirs has to be considered. There is however only one station modeled in this
model. Hydrological coupling between multiple reservoirs is thus neglected. The reservoir
content must however be balanced every time unit. Change in the reservoir volume must
correspond to the water volumes that have entered or left the reservoir. In this model these
volumes are discharge, inflow, and spillage. This leads to the water balance equation
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x(t )  x(t  1)  q(t )  s(t )  qup (t )  w(t )

(5)

where x(t) and x(t-1) is reservoir content in the current and previous time periods, q(t) is the
discharge, s(t) is the spillage, and qup(t) combined with w(t) is the inflow.

Start and end values for the reservoir content are given as
x(0)  X start

(6)

x(T )  X end

(7)

There are also limits for the reservoir content, these are given by
X min  x(t )  X max

(8)

Similarly there are limits for the discharge through a plant’s turbines, these are given by
Qmin  q(t )  Qmax

(9)

There might also be constraints on how water can be spilled, the limits on the spillage are
S min  s(t )  S max

(10)

In reality a hydro power station is subject to several more constraints than the ones presented
here. These can for instance be limits on how the production has to be ramped, forbidden
operational intervals, and safety limits regarding the reservoir levels. Limits are normally
described as hard and soft constraints. Hard constraints are constraints that cannot be broken
while soft constraints are allowed to be broken in certain situations.

7.2.5

Model validation

In order to secure that the model was working a few tests were performed. The modeling was
not the main objective of the project and the validation of the model was solely done to make
sure there were no serious flaws that could bias the results. No attempts to improve and tune
the model were performed.

7.2.5.1 Hydrological balance
According to equation (5) there must in every simulated time unit be balance between all
volume quantities. This means in practice that the difference between the water that has flown
into the reservoir and the water that has been dispatched or spilled must correspond to the
increase or decrease of the reservoir content during the period. To investigate if this was the
case calculations were done to make sure that the simulated spilled and dispatched volumes
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really were the same as the inflow and the reservoir levels used as input data. The calculations
showed that the model respects the hydrological balance. No periods with imbalances could
be found. Table 3 shows an example of how the calculations were done for some arbitrary
days.

As a result, it can also be concluded that the model is spilling water when it is needed. If the
inflow of water is higher than the maximum discharge then an amount of water will be spilled
in order to keep the reservoir level within its boundaries.
Table 3. Calculation of the hydrological balance during a number of arbitrary days. All quantities are
expressed in hour units.
Day

q(t)

s(t)

q(t)+s(t)

qup(t)+w(t)

q(t)+s(t)- Xend - Xstart Total diff.
qup(t)+w(t)

2009-11-11

5760,00

3004,03

8764,03

9004,03

-240,00

240,00

0

2009-11-12

5760,00

501,11

6261,11

6141,11

120,00

-120,00

0

2009-11-13

5760,00

453,05

6213,05

5253,05

960,00

-960,00

0

2009-11-14

3288,24

0,00

3288,24

4128,24

-840,00

840,00

0

2009-11-15

2527,51

0,00

2527,51

2527,51

0,00

0,00

0

2009-11-16

4663,26

0,00

4663,26

4663,26

0,00

0,00

0

2009-11-17

5340,69

0,00

5340,69

4980,69

360,00

-360,00

0

7.2.5.2 Optimization
In order to control whether the objective function given by equation (1) is properly formulated
and the revenue optimized some simple manual calculations were performed. For an arbitrary
day the available water volume was calculated as total inflow plus change in reservoir level in
the end of the day. Thereafter the available volume was manually allocated to the hours with
highest spot price. This was performed under the assumption that the dispatch could be
allocated to arbitrary hours without violating the upper or lower reservoir level.

Table 4 shows that the result is identical to the optimized output from the model. The
conclusion is thus that the optimization of revenue is working as intended.
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Table 4. Comparison between manually allocated and simulated discharge during an arbitrary day. The
volume available for allocation is 3218.19 hour units.
Hour

Price

Discharge manually allocated

Discharge simulated

[EUR/MWh]

[HU]

[HU]

00:00

43,55

30

30

01:00

42,31

30

30

02:00

41,76

30

30

03:00

41,58

30

30

04:00

42,52

30

30

05:00

45,31

30

30

06:00

47,51

30

30

07:00

55,96

240

240

08:00

51,64

240

240

09:00

51,49

240

240

10:00

50,6

240

240

11:00

50,88

240

240

12:00

49,21

240

240

13:00

47,22

30

30

14:00

48,8

218,19

218,19

15:00

52,86

240

240

16:00

54,03

240

240

17:00

55,04

240

240

18:00

55,03

240

240

19:00

51,02

240

240

20:00

47,65

30

30

21:00

46

30

30

22:00

45,97

30

30

23:00

44,87

30

30

Sum: 3218,19

Sum: 3218,19

7.2.6

Usage of the model and discussion of its results

Dynamic input parameters for the model are qup(t), w(t), Xstart, Xend, and λ(t). These are loaded
in the form of time series for individual plants containing past realized values. The
optimization is performed for 24 hour at a time and the available water volume is based on the
realized data and thus known beforehand. The result of the model should therefore be
interpreted as how the production optimally can be allocated during a day when the available
volume is known. No allocation is done outside of the 24 hours which means the full
available volume is used during the day in question. As a result the model should not be used
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to evaluate flexibility over longer periods than 24 hours, i.e. how production is allocated
between weeks. Static parameters for individual hydropower stations are loaded from a
different source. Those parameters are Xmin, Xmax, Qmax, and Qmin.
The simplification which allows for the model to always operate at maximum efficiency
combined with the fact that no start up costs are modeled makes the optimization results
rather extreme. In almost every instance the result is either maximum or minimum discharge.
The only occurrences of hours with production between those two extremes are hours where
the remaining fractions of the day’s available volumes are allocated. Figure 8 shows an
example of output from the model.
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Figure 8. Plot showing modeled, planned, and realized discharge for two arbitrary days in mid October.
Note the extreme behavior of the model compared to the planned and simulated results.

A further consequence of the idealized production equivalent is that the amount of produced
energy during a period will be higher according to the model than in reality, even though the
available water volumes have been identical. Operating at maximum or near maximum
capacity does in reality usually mean that the efficiency is sub optimal. A more realistic
approximation of the production equivalent would have been to use a value near the
maximum capacity of the station since it is where the simulation will operate much of the
time.
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7.3

To measure and compare flexibility

To be able to evaluate and compare the flexibility of chosen hydropower stations a way of
measuring flexibility is needed. As no literature could be found where this sort of analysis
was performed, a method to measure the flexibility had to be invented. The stations’ capacity
factor is used as a criterion when similar stations are chosen for further analysis. The capacity
factor is indicative of the flexibility as it gives an indication of how much room there is for
maneuverability within the operation of a station. A station with a capacity factor of 0.2 can
therefore be assumed to have a greater flexibility compared to a station where the capacity
factor is 0.5. The capacity factor does however fail to indicate how flexible the production
really has been. A value of 0.5 could be interpreted as the station is constantly operating at
half of its maximum capacity, or that the station is operating at maximum capacity but only
during half of the time.

Instead of the capacity factor the obtained sales price was chosen as an indicator of the
flexibility. If the largest part of the produced energy is allocated to the hours with highest
price the obtained sales price will be higher than the average price during that particular
period. A sales price which is higher than the average price is therefore indicative of a flexible
production. By calculating the sales price during different periods one will get an idea of the
flexibility of a station during those periods and the price can be used when evaluating or
comparing stations. The obtained sales price will also give an indication of how well the
production is matched with the overall load demand.

It was decided to calculate the sales prices as volume weighted average prices (VWAPs). In
this form the calculated sales prices has the unit of €/MWh which makes them directly
comparable to the spot price of electricity. The VWAP is here defined as

  (t ) P(t )
SP 
 P(t )
tT

(11)

tT

where SP is the obtained sales price, λ(t) is the spot price at time t, P(t) is the produced energy
at time t, and T is the time period during which the sales price is calculated. In all calculation
performed here, the resolution of t is an hour. The time period T can be arbitrarily chosen.

Assuming the spot price is the dominating factor influencing to which hours the production is
allocated this procedure will indicate how flexible the operation of a hydro power station has
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been. A sales price which is close to the average spot price (during the same period) is most
probably indicating that there has been no change in the production during that period and
that the flexibility, if there is any, has not been used. A sales price higher than the average
spot price indicates, as previously mentioned, that production has been allocated to hours with
highest price and that the flexibility might have been used. If the sales price on the other hand
is lower than the average spot price it might be an indication that there has been something
wrong during that period since the outcome is worse compared to an even production.

In order to illustrate the influence of a few different factors, different methods of calculating
the sales price are proposed. These methods are presented below. The sales prices were
calculated from historical time series and from the results of the simplified model. All series
have a resolution of one hour. The series were containing e.g. planned and realized power
production, electricity spot price, planned and realized discharge, and spillage. Simulation
results used for the calculations included optimized power production and discharge of water.

The sales prices were calculated using averages of one day (24 hours), one week (168 hours)
and one full year. Yearly averages were also calculated from the 24 hours averages in order to
avoid the seasonal variations in production to bias the result. All calculations were performed
in Microsoft Excel.

Basic method for calculating sales price
Here the sales price was simply calculated as defined in equation (11). This number gives an
idea of how flexible the water that has been used for production has been used. It does not
however say anything about how well the water has been used as fuel resource. Imagine a
situation where the only production of a hydropower station is allocated to the most expensive
hours during a day and that during the remaining hours there is no production but water is
spilled in order to keep the reservoir from being flooded. The sales price calculated according
to this method would appear to be very good but there could potentially have been a large loss
of income due to the spilled water. Sales price is thus not a perfect indicator of the
performance of a hydropower station. A more realistic method could be to include situations
when there is spillage and the station is not producing at its maximum capacity.
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Basic method of calculating sales price, unavailability considered
It was discovered that periods when units were unavailable in some cases caused the
calculated sales prices to have unrealistically high or low values. To avoid such values it was
decided to calculate sales prices with the unavailability accounted for. Causes for
unavailability can for instance be maintenance work, repairs, or breakdowns. A number of
ways to address the issue with unavailability were considered. It was decided to calculate the
new sales price by simply removing hours or days when there had been full or partial
unavailability. This was done by using a time series containing logged availability.

It was decided to simply exclude periods with logged unavailability in the calculation of the
sales price. Operation during these periods can be considered to be out of the ordinary and
will probably affect the flexibility in a negative way. By removing the affected periods the
analysis targets mainly periods when the operation can be considered normal.

Method for calculating sales price, spillage considered
Spillage does not directly affect the sales price of the electricity. Unnecessary spillage does
however equal a loss of income and should due to limited amounts of water be kept at a
minimum. With this in mind an alternate version of sales price is proposed. Here spillage that
could potentially have been used for production has been included in the calculations. This
version of the sales price is calculated as
SPspill 

  (t ) P(t )
tT

 ( P(t )  P(t )
tT

spill

(12)
)

where the parameters are the same as in equation (11), except P(t)spill which is the spilled
energy during time period t. P(t)spill is defined as
Pmax
(13)
Qmax
were s(t) is the spillage at during t, Qmax is the maximum possible discharge through the
P(t ) spill  min( s(t ), Qmax  q(t )) *

station, q(t) is the discharge during t, and P max is the power production at maximum discharge.
The minimum function describes how big spillage there is below the station’s maximum
capacity. If the station is operating at maximum discharge while there is spillage the
minimum function will be zero and the spillage will thus not influence the sales price. The
quota between the maximum power and discharge converts the spilled volume to electrical
energy.
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There were issues with the data containing maximum production which appeared to be lower
than Pmax. These issues were most probably due to losses associated with excessive spillage
during periods with high flow but were also occurring during other periods. This made the
sales prices with spillage considered appear to be lower than they were in reality. As a
consequence it was decided to not use these calculations in the study.

Sales prices in relation to the average spot price
In absolute figures the calculated sales prices does not say very much about how flexibility
has been utilized. To give an indication about the flexibility it is desirable to know how the
sales price during a period relates to the average spot price during that same period. Values
showing the increase in sales price compared to the average spot price during the same period
were therefore calculated. These values are given in percent and are calculated as
SPincrease 

SP  average

(14)
100
average
where SPincrease is the increase in percent, SP is the sales price during a period, and λ average is
the average spot price during the same period.

Examples of the calculated sales prices
Figure 9 is showing an example of the calculated sales prices in an arbitrary station between
September 1 2009 and November 30 2009. Note how the purple line showing the idealized
flexible production is significantly higher compared to the planned production (yellow line)
and the realized production (blue line). The concept was to from these calculations pick
periods when the flexibility seems to bee poorly utilized compared to the theoretical potential,
i.e. periods when there are large deviations between sales price from planned and modeled
production. These periods would thereafter be studied to explain the factors which caused the
theoretical flexibility to not be used. In a similar way periods with significant deviations
between the sales price calculated from planned and realized operation would be picked. The
thought was thereafter to study those periods and try to explain the causes for the deviations.
An example of such an attempted study is found in section 8.3.
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Example of daily average sales prices compared to average spot prices
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Figure 9. Example of 24 hour average sales prices compared to the average spot price during the same
period. The purple line is showing modeled operation, the yellow line is showing the planned operation,
and the blue line is showing the realized operation.

In Figure 10 the same time period as in Figure 9 is shown but the sales prices are instead
calculated as weekly averages. The main thought behind those averages was to use them to be
able to investigate how the difference between theoretical potential and planned/realized
production changed with season.
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Example of daily average sales prices compared to average spot prices
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Figure 10. Example of one week (168 hours) average sales prices compared to the average spot price
during the same period. The purple line is showing modeled operation, the yellow line is showing the
planned operation, and the blue line is showing the realized operation.

7.4

Relating to the theoretical potential for flexibility

One of the aims of the project is to try to answer how to relate to the theoretical potential of a
hydropower station. Simplified calculations are often used to estimate the profitability of a
station. Such calculations can for instance be done prior to a capacity upgrade or an
acquisition of a station. The model was built to give results similar to such simplified
calculations.

By performing an analysis based on the calculated sales prices the goal is to provide a
discussion regarding how to relate to the theoretical potential. The analysis will compare how
the one year average sales prices relate between planned and modeled production. It will
furthermore be investigated how the difference in flexibility between planned production and
the theoretical production varies through the season.

7.5

Calculating differences in revenue

Most of the calculations described up to this point are performed to measure and compare
flexibility in relative numbers. One of the objectives of the project is to also express the result
in absolute terms. Therefore the difference in revenue between the three levels of flexibility
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(model, plan, and realization) is calculated. The revenues are calculated by multiplying the
stations’ annual average energy production with the yearly average sales prices where
unavailability has been considered; see section 7.3. This is done according to
Ryear  SPyear Eannual

(15)

where Ryear is the yearly revenue, SPyear is the yearly average sales price where unavailability
is removed, and Eannual is a station’s average annual energy production. The reason for using
the average annual energy production is to get a fair comparison between model, plan, and
realization.

Thereafter the difference between planned and realized production is to be calculated. Both as
absolute figures and in relation to the annual realized revenue. The same procedure is also
done for the modeled theoretical result and the planned production.

7.6

Selection of hydropower stations for analysis

7.6.1

Background to the selection

The background to the selection is a suspicion within the organization that some of Fortum’s
hydropower stations have unused capacity for flexible operation. Based on the characteristics
of those stations an attempt was done to find similar stations. By comparing stations which
can be considered to have similar characteristics it should in theory be possible to identify
factors which make some stations less suited for flexible operation compared to others.

Some of the basic characteristics of the chosen stations are that they have a relatively high
capacity factors, they have relatively small reservoirs which however still are large enough to
provide some flexibility. There was also an assumption that the selected stations would only
have limited activity on markets other than the spot market. The spot price would thus be the
most important parameter influencing how the operation of the stations was optimized.

7.6.2

Selection criteria

Every single hydropower station has its own individual characteristics and is therefore unique.
The most exact way to evaluate a station’s flexibility would most probably be to make a
thorough investigation of all the individual features of that particular station. Such an
investigation is however outside the scope of this project and has thus not been conducted.
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Instead, a comparison between a number of stations with similar characteristics has been done
to see if there are any outliers in terms of poor flexibility.

Characterizing hydropower stations is not an easy task since they are all quite unique. A
classification is also dependant on the reason for doing it. In this project the aim is to compare
stations that are similar in terms of their potential for flexibility. Based on theory and trough
discussions with people within the organization a few criteria were proposed.


In order to filter the real regulating stations a quite high capacity factor was required.
The value was set to be higher than 0.4.



There was also a requirement that the station should have a reservoir which allows for
flexibility within the day. It was calculated how many hours it would take to empty the
reservoir at maximum discharge and without any inflow. This number was required to
be within a certain interval for the selected set of stations. The interval was set to be
between 4 and 100 hours.



In order to filter very small stations the selected stations were required to have a
sufficiently high maximum discharge and power output. The discharge was chosen to
be greater than 100 m3/s and the power output to be greater than 10 MW.

For this filtering standard table values for stations were used. The parameters used were
average annual production, maximum discharge and power, and reservoir size. The outcome
of the filtering is presented in section 8.1.
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8

Analysis and results

8.1

Choosing stations

The theory and filtering criteria outlined in section 7.6 were applied on an Excel sheet
containing most of Fortum’s hydropower stations; around 100 stations in total. After the
selection criteria had been applied the number of stations had been reduced to 13. Those 13
stations were selected for further analysis. Table 5 is showing the stations and their key
features used in the filtering process. Due to confidentiality purposes the stations’ names have
been removed.

Table 5. Stations chosen for further analysis.
Station
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

Reservoir volume
[DU]

Maximum discharge
3
[m /s]

Hours with full
discharge [h]

Capacity factor [1]

87
578
300
167
35
40
215,8
1351
28,125
93,75
197
108
114

510
240
300
534
200
210
620
480
145
320
310
420
130

4,1
57,8
24,0
7,5
4,3
4,5
8,4
67,6
4,7
7,0
15,3
6,2
21,0

0,60
0,75
0,66
0,77
0,58
0,66
0,63
0,64
0,52
0,59
0,54
0,72
0,56

In order to have stations to compare simplifications had to be done. Discussions with people
within the organization did however confirm that many of these stations can be considered to
be similar in a sense that they have decent capacity for flexible operation but still are
somewhat limited. In the results shown in section 8.2.5 a compilation of these stations,
together with their main limitations and their potential for improved flexibility is presented.

8.2

Relating to the theoretical flexibility

8.2.1

Setup of the analysis

One of the primary aims of this project is to investigate if the results from the simplified
model can be related to the real performance of the station. The method to manually, or by the
aid of a simple optimization, allocate production from an estimated volume can be regarded
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as common practice when it comes to evaluation of the profitability of a hydropower station.
This estimation or evaluation can for instance be used as decision support following an
acquisition of a new asset or when considering to upgrade an existing one.

The investigation is performed by comparing the sales price resulting from the model
simulation to the planned and realized operation for the stations presented in section 8.1. In
the first part of the analysis yearly average sales prices is compared to see if there is any
connection between the theoretical and the actual planned and realized flexibility. In the
second part it is investigated to which extent the capacity factor of a station is relating to its
theoretical and historical flexibility. The third and last part of the analysis is focused on trying
to determine how and if the difference is varying through the season.

8.2.2

Comparing yearly averages of the sales price

Figure 11 is showing yearly average sales price for 2009 calculated from the daily average
sales prices. Sales prices are shown as the increase in percent compared to the average spot
price. The corresponding graph for 2010 is shown in Figure 12. A yearly average sales price
calculated from individual hours was also considered. The large variations between seasons
were however concluded to bias the short term aspect of the balance regulation.
Yearly average sales prices (2009)
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Figure 11. Yearly average sales price for 2009. The blue (left) staple is showing realized operation, yellow
(centre) is showing planned operation, and purple (right) is showing the modeled result. The average for
the full year is calculated from the daily averages of all days without unavailability. The stations are
sorted ascending based on the realized operation.
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Yearly average sales prices (2010)
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Figure 12. Yearly average sales price for 2010. The blue (left) staple is showing realized operation, yellow
(centre) is showing planned operation, and purple (right) is showing the modeled result. The average for
the full year is calculated from the daily averages of all days without unavailability. The stations are
sorted ascending based on the realized operation.

Unfortunately there seems to be no clear trend as to how the theoretical maximum flexibility
is related to the realized and planned operation. In an ideal world there might have been
possible to find something, say a scale factor, which could directly relate the real and the
theoretical performance of the stations.

In an attempt to investigate how much of the theoretical flexibility that has been utilized the
quota between planned operation and the modeled results has been calculated. The result of
this can be seen in Figure 13. The quota has been calculated as the yearly average planned
sales price divided by the yearly average sales price from the model results, both as presented
in Figure 11.
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Quota planned operation and model result (2009)
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Figure 13. The quota between planned operation and the results from the model simulation. Values are
ranging from -0.1 % to 57.7 %.

As can be seen in Figure 13 no definite trend can be seen purely from looking at the numbers.
It does however appear to be a break point between station H and B. The quotas to the left of
B are significantly lower in comparison.

When the individual characteristics of the stations are considered it appears as if stations F to
H have more factors limiting their flexibility compared to the other stations. The two stations
with lowest quota; F and M are used to reset upstream regulation. Those stations have the task
to smoothen the flow in the river and are thus forced to keep a very steady discharge. This
prevents the possibility to use those stations for short time regulation. As was described in
section 7.2 the model has no constraints as to how the discharge can be changed and will in
this case utilize a potential which in practice is not really there. Also L, A, G, and H have
quite conservative constraints related to their respective water rights which are not modeled.
The right hand stations in Figure 13 are somewhat less constrained by water rights and other
limitations. A compilation of the stations’ main flexibility limitations is found in section
8.2.5.

The model is greatly overestimating the flexibility of all the stations. Also those which are
somewhat less constrained. Closest to the modeled result is the plan for station I with a quota
of 57.7 % in 2009 and 53.8 % in 2010. As a very general rule of thumb the quota between
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theoretical potential for flexibility and the planned operation can be estimated to less than
around 10 % for the more constrained stations and less than around 50 % for the less
constrained stations.

8.2.3

Relation to the capacity factor

It was decided to investigate how much the capacity factor is affecting the flexibility of a
hydropower station. Figure 14 is showing the same data as in Figure 11 but with the addition
that the stations’ capacity factor also is plotted. The capacity factor is calculated as defined in
section 4.4. Their average annual energy production has been used as the measure of energy
output in the calculations of the capacity factors. If the level of utilization is a dominating
factor when it comes to the flexibility of a station a lower capacity factor should in theory be
followed with a high degree of flexibility. As it can be seen in Figure 14 no clear such
correlation seems to exist. Modeled, planned, and realized results seem to behave fairly
independent compared to the capacity factor of a station. Following the reasoning in the
previous section a breakpoint between stations H and B could potentially also be seen here.
Looking at the left part of Figure 14 the trend is that the capacity factor is decreasing as the
flexibility is increasing. Then there is a sudden increase in the capacity factor of station B.
After that there seems again to be a trend where the flexibility is increasing while the capacity
factor is decreasing. The graph for 2010 is showing a similar behavior. Due to the limited
amount of data it is impossible to draw any heavy conclusion. Instead this result should be
seen as a conceptual discussion. It can be said to be confirmed that there are other factors than
the capacity factor which are influencing the flexibility of a station. It is also interesting to
note that there might be possible to distinguish two categories of stations in the batch of
stations studied here.
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Yearly average sales prices (2009)
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Figure 14. The same results as in Figure 11 but with the capacity factor included in the graph. The figure
is showing yearly average sales price for 2009. The blue (left) staple is showing realized operation, yellow
(centre) is showing planned operation, purple (right) is showing the modeled result, and the green line is
showing the stations’ capacity factor. The average for the full year is calculated from the daily averages of
all days without unavailability. The stations are sorted ascending based on the realized operation.

8.2.4

Seasonal variations

In an attempt to see if there were any significant seasonal variations in the differences
between the planned operation and the modeled results the weekly average sales prices were
used as they have a smoother variation compared to the daily averages. As the sales prices
vary in magnitude between stations the values had to be normalized before all stations could
be plotted in the same figure. Figure 15 shows how the differences vary thorough the year. As
can be seen in the figure the difference between the results from the model and the plan seems
to be smaller during the winter season. The differences between stations also seem to be
smaller during the winter. The main reason for this behavior probably has to do with the fact
that larger volumes of water are dispatched during the winter. This leaves less room for a
flexible operation of a station. Based on this argument there should be a larger difference
between the modeled and the planned result in the summer season. Keep in mind that the
model has fewer limitations and should therefore be able to find a larger potential for flexible
operation compared to the plan. In Figure 15 a greater spread can definitely be seen. The
differences do however seem to vary greatly between stations. This probably has to do with
the capacity factor of the stations. Some stations with a high capacity factor are operating
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close to their peak capacity during e.g. rainy periods which leaves them with no room for
flexibility. Other stations might be less limited by periods with high inflow which makes it
possible to operate more flexible.

Normalized difference between modeled and planned sales price (2009)
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Figure 15. Normalized difference between modeled and planned sales price for all the studied stations
during 2009. Values have been normalized to fit between -1 and 1 to allow for comparison.

Another discovery worth of discussion are the peaks in sales price in the results of the
simulations. Figure 16 shows the daily average sales prices in station B during 2009. Sales
prices are shown as daily averages compared to the average spot price during the same
periods. The arrows are showing peaks in the modeled sales price which are occurring during
weekends. Since the electricity prices normally are lower during weekends water is normally
saved for the regular weekdays when demand and prices are higher. This means less water is
discharged during weekends which, in theory, appears to allow for more flexibility. As the
model has very few limitations it is not surprising that it finds a greater potential for short
term regulation. It should however also be noted that there is less production at a lower price
during weekends compared to regular days so it is unclear how big this potential really is.

The graph shown in Figure 16 was chosen as it clearly illustrates the peaks associated with
weekends. It should be noted that this trend is not as clear in all stations. Peaks during
weekends do however appear in most of the studied stations. The peaks are not always as
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distinguishable as in Figure 16. Weekends do also appear to cause differences between
modeled sales price and planned sales price even if the peak is not as extreme as here.

Daily average sales prices (Station B, 2009)
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Figure 16. Daily average sales prices for station B during 2009. The purple line is showing the modeled
results, the yellow line is showing the planned operation, and the blue line is showing the realized
operation. The arrows are showing peaks in the model’s sales price which coincide with a weekend.

It is obvious from the above discussion that the theoretical potential for flexibility is strongly
related to the average discharge of a station in relation to the station’s peak capacity. This
relation can also be seen in Figure 14 where the theoretical potential is somewhat inversely
proportional to the capacity factor.

8.2.5

Results

This section is presenting the results from the analysis regarding how to relate to the
theoretical flexibility of a hydropower station. In Figure 17 the quotas between planned
production and theoretical modeled flexibility for the studied stations are shown for years
2009 and 2010. As it can be seen the quota for an individual station seems to be fairly
constant through the years. Note how the stations to the left of station B seem to have their
flexibility more limited compared to the other stations.
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Figure 17. Quota between planned and modeled operation. Yearly average sales prices compared to
average spot prices are used.

In Table 6 the numbers behind the staples found in Figure 17 are shown.

Table 6. Quota between planned and modeled operation. Yearly average sales prices compared to average
spot prices are used.
Quota planned operation and model result [%]
Station

2009

2010

F

-0,1

-0,1

L

4,0

0,6

A

10,1

5,1

G

11,4

4,4

M

2,4

1,0

H

10,9

7,0

B

49,9

30,8

C

25,4

17,5

D

37,8

39,0

E

34,6

33,8

J

28,6

35,6

K

42,4

32,0

I

57,7

53,8

Table 7 is showing a compilation on the factors which seem to be mainly limiting the
flexibility of the studied stations. These factors are based on the conducted interviews,
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documentation of the stations, and through discussions with people within the organization. It
seems as if the compilation of limitations is agreeing with the result shown in Figure 17 which
is that some of the stations have their flexibility more constrained compared to the others.
This breakpoint is illustrated with the dashed horizontal line in Table 7. It has however not
been possible to estimate which the main limitations in the individual stations are.

A compilation of which stations are considered to have potential for a more flexible operation
is also shown in Table 7. Stations considered to have a potential are supplemented with
suggestions which could potentially improve the flexibility. The opinions found in Table 7
were mainly gathered during the interview sessions. It is not shown in the table but a general
opinion from the interviewees was that the level of experience and resources available to the
people involved in the process is affecting how much of the flexibility that can be utilized.
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Table 7. Compilation of main flexibility limitations for the studied stations, their potential for improved
flexibility, and suggestions for potentially increasing said flexibility.
Potential for
Station

Main flexibility limitations
Water rights (used for

F

resetting upstream regulation)
Water rights , seasonal

L

limitations, inflow uncertainties
Water rights , hydrological

A

coupling

increased flexibility
No

Suggestions for increasing the flexibility
Better understanding of water rights , more accurate plans

Yes

from upstream station, clarify for how long there are
seasonal variations

-

-

Water rights , seasonal
limitations, hydrological

G

Better understanding of water rights

No

-

coupling
Water rights (used for

M

Yes

resetting upstream regulation)
Water rights , technical

Some

Clarify how fast the production can be ramped

H

limitations

B

-

Yes

Use more of the reservoir

C

Hydrological coupling

Yes

Use more of the reservoir

D

Water rights

Some

Regulate within the power exchange

E

Hydrological coupling

Some

Coordination of the river reach

Water rights , hydrological

J

coupling

K

Hydrological coupling
Water rights , hydrological

I

coupling, technical limitations

Yes

Improved plans for lake downstream

Some

Coordination of the river reach

No

-

Table 7 is an attempt to present the stations’ limiting factors in the same main categories
found in chapter 5. Some of these factors fall under the same category even though the
flexibility limitations might in fact be quite different when looking at the stations more
closely. Therefore Table 7 is complemented with the following more detailed description of
what the limitations are.

Stations F and M are both used for resetting the upstream regulation. As a consequence there
is very little room for flexible operation in those stations.
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Stations L and G are two adjacent stations which share many limitations. Station G is situated
downstream of station L. There seem to be some uncertainties with regard to varying highest
and lowest regulated water levels. Both stations are also subject to seasonal problems related
to ice during the winter season. During spring and early summer, seabirds are nesting
downstream from station L. Because of that short time regulation is not allowed during that
period. Another issue in station L is the uncertainty associated with the production plans from
the upstream station which is owned by a different actor. The real upstream discharge is often
different than the discharge stated in the received plans. As a consequence an extra safety
margin against unexpected discharges must be kept which might be preventing station L’s
reservoir from being fully utilized. Due to the hydrological coupling between the stations also
station G seems to be affected.

In station H there has been a technical limitation preventing the discharge from being changed
by more than 30 m3/s per hour. Lately this traditional limit has been partly abandoned. There
have been situations when the discharge has successfully been changed with up to 100 m3/s
between adjacent hours. The water right for station H is during certain flow situations limiting
short time regulation.

Stations B and C are situated next to each other. Station B is the upstream station. No
significant flexibility limitations could be found in station B. It is however considered to be a
bottleneck station since its discharge capacity is quite low compared to the average flow in
the river. As a consequence station B is often operating around its rated discharge which
leaves little room for flexible operation. Apart from the fact the hydrological coupling with
station B no significant flexibility limitations could be indentified in station C either. Station
C does have greater discharge capacity than station B and should therefore be able to have
more room for flexibility. The operation of station C seems however to be influenced on how
station B is operated.

Station D has its flexibility mainly limited by the power exchange which states that a pre set
average discharge must be kept during 6 hours. It was decided to place this limitation under
the water right category even if the power exchange is not explicitly governed by water rights.
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Station E does not seem to have any major flexibility limitations. It is however situated in the
same river reach as station F (which is used for resetting regulation, see above) and is to some
extent affected by the operation there.

Station J is in the same way as station D limited by a power exchange which sets an average
discharge through a station during 6 hour blocks. The station also has its flexibility somewhat
limited due to water right considerations. During regulation certain limits in a lake,
downstream from station J, must be kept.

Station K seems to have no major flexibility limitations. Considerations must however be
taken with regards to the downstream stations.

Station I is also affected by a power exchange which limits how the station can be operated.
There are also other actors owning the stations both upstream and downstream from station I.
As a consequence the station is usually bound by pre set production plans. A third limitation
is the fact that the water ways between the reservoir and the turbines are quite long and
narrow. This affects how quickly the discharge through the station can be changed.

8.3

Explaining flexibility limitations and deviations between
planned and realized operation

8.3.1

Setup of the analysis

As described in 7.3, the calculated sales prices were planned to be used as a tool for
identifying deviations with regards to flexibility between the three different levels; theoretical
model, plan and realized operation. Once all simulations were done and sales prices had been
calculated, attempts were done to single out periods worthy of further study. The criteria were
that there should be a clear visible difference between either the modeled and planned result,
or between the planned and realized result.

When the periods with deviations had been chosen, the periods were to be further studied
according to the method described in section 7.3. The explanations to why deviations occur
were then to be put together in a compilation to better understand which factors that had been
limiting the flexibility and caused deviations between plan and realization.
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8.3.2

Examples of the procedure

In this section two examples are shown to illustrate how the selection of periods and attempts
to explain the deviations were done. From a figure showing the 24 hour average sales prices
during a full year shorter time windows were studied to discover periods where the sales
prices were deviating. How the 24 hour average sales prices vary through a year can be seen
in Figure 18. The first example is showing a day when the realization had a significantly
lower sales price compared to the model and the plan. In the second example two deviations
close to each other in time are investigated.
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Figure 18. Daily average sales prices for station B during 2009. The purple line is showing the modeled
results, the yellow line is showing the planned operation, and the blue line is showing the realized
operation.

Example 1
A deviation was found on January 11, see Figure 19. Notice how the blue line showing the
realized sales price is significantly lower in comparison. In order to explain what has caused
this deviation a further study of the actual situation must be performed.
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Example 1 - deviations in sales price
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Figure 19. An identified deviation on Jan. 11 2009 where the realized sales price (blue line) is significantly
lower compared to the sales price from modeled (purple line) and planned (yellow line).

In Figure 20 discharge from the three different levels (model, plan, and realization) has been
plotted together with the spot price. For comparison both the actual day (Jan 11) and the day
after are shown in the figure. January 11 was a Sunday and weekends generally have lower
electricity prices which explain why the discharge is lower compared to the next day. As was
discovered in section 8.2.4 it often seems to, in theory, be room for a more flexible operation
during periods with less discharge. As it can be seen in Figure 20 both the model and the plan
want to increase the discharge during the more expensive hours. The realization was an
almost constant discharge. This explains why there was a deviation in the sales price. It does
not however explain the factors behind the deviation.
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Example 1 - discharge and price
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Figure 20. Discharge from modeled result (purple line), planned operation (yellow line), and real
operation (blue line). The left vertical axis is showing the scale for the discharge in hour units (HU). Spot
price (turquoise line) is plotted against the right vertical axis showing EUR/MWh.

An interesting observation is that much more production was planned compared to the actual
realization. It was planned to produce 188 MWh during January 11 and the realized
production was 106 MWh. This means about 80 % more planned production compared to the
realization. Based on the available data it is impossible to say what caused this difference.
Possible explanations could be downward regulation or that the difference was produced
elsewhere due to a re planning.

Example 2
In this example two deviations between the calculated sales prices have been discovered
within a few days. These are shown in Figure 21. The first deviation is on August 13 and the
second on August 15. Found below are figures showing the discharges which caused the
deviations between sales prices.
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Example 2 - deviations in sales price
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Figure 21. Two identified deviation on Aug 13 and Aug 15 where the realized sales price (blue line) is
significantly lower compared to the sales price from modeled (purple line) and planned (yellow line).

In Figure 22 the explanation to the differences in sales price on August 13 can be seen. The
production is reduced during the night time when the spot prices are lower. There is however
a difference in how the reduction is done. The model (purple line), without any limitations, is
sharply reducing the production from maximum to minimum discharge. Planned operation
(yellow line) was to significantly reduce the production during the night and to quite quickly
vary the production. The realization (blue line) was indeed a reduction of the production
during the night. It was however quite smoothed compared to modeled and planned
production. The cause for the difference is due to the fact that the realization produces more
during the less expensive hours compared to model and plan. It should also be noted that the
realized production during August 13 is higher compared to the planned production. This
deviation also explains why the planned sales price is higher than the modeled sales price.
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Example 2 - discharge and price
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Figure 22. Discharge from modeled result (purple line), planned operation (yellow line), and real
operation (blue line). The left vertical axis is showing the scale for the discharge in hour units (HU). Spot
price (turquoise line) is plotted against the right vertical axis showing EUR/MWh.

The deviation occurring on August 15 is more difficult to explain. Discharges and spot prices
are shown in Figure 23. Modeled discharge (purple line) is not limited and can be allocated to
the hours with highest spot price. The planned discharge (yellow line) was to be increased
during daytime. Up until slightly before noon the realized discharge (blue line) is following
the plan. At 11:00 the production is for some reason reduced, right before the spike in the spot
price. To explain why these decisions were taken is impossible from just this data.
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Example 2 - discharge and price
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Figure 23. Discharge from modeled result (purple line), planned operation (yellow line), and real
operation (blue line). The left vertical axis is showing the scale for the discharge in hour units (HU). Spot
price (turquoise line) is plotted against the right vertical axis showing EUR/MWh.

8.3.3

Outcome of the analysis

Despite hard efforts to single out and explain deviations it had to be concluded that the
available data was not detailed enough to provide explanations. It is possible that someone
with more experience in the process of planning and operating hydropower could have
managed somewhat better. The conclusion is however that this method of explaining the
deviations from the data in the time series is not possible. The degree of complexity and the
shear amount of factors, see chapters 5 and 6, which have to be considered, make it a difficult
task. Just the fact that the planning an operation to a large extent is done manually makes the
process hard to evaluate as the manual actions of each person is affecting the outcome. The
methodology seems to work fairly well when it comes to identifying periods with deviations.

8.4

Differences in revenue

This section is presenting revenues from the three different levels (realized production,
planned production, and modeled production). Revenues have been calculated from the yearly
average sales prices and the annual average production of each station. This procedure is
explained in more detail in section 7.5.
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In Table 8 and Table 9 the differences in revenue between planned and realized production
are shown in both absolute figures and compared to the realized revenue. As it can be seen
from the tables there is no trend regarding whether the plan or realization gives the highest
revenue. The differences are ranging from -7.2 ‰ to 12.5 ‰ per station compared to the total
realized annual revenue for the same stations.

Table 8. Difference in revenue between planned and realized production during 2009. Values are shown
per station.
Difference plan and real [kEUR]

Difference in ‰ of realized revenue

A

-8,5

-1,1

B

-0,8

-0,2

C

14,2

1,7

D

-5,0

-0,1

E

8,2

0,4

F

-18,9

-1,5

G

-29,3

-3,3

H

-23,3

-2,3

I

61,0

5,9

J

16,8

2,1

K

11,5

1,3

L

-17,4

-1,8

M

30,5

6,8

Station

Table 9. Difference in revenue between planned and realized production during 2010. Values are shown
per station.
Difference plan and real [kEUR]

Difference in ‰ of realized revenue

A

1,2

0,1

B

-28,3

-4,5

C

-42,5

-3,5

D

-626,2

-6,2

E

-180,7

-5,6

F

41,3

2,2

G

-9,2

-0,7

H

-111,6

-7,2

I

50,0

3,2

J

130,2

10,1

K

6,2

0,4

L

137,0

8,7

M

89,3

12,5

Station
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Table 10 and Table 11 are showing the differences between the results from the theoretical
model and the planned production. It can be seen that the model’s overestimation of the
flexibility leads to significantly higher revenues. Differences between the model and the plan
are much larger compared to the differences between realization and plan. The differences
between modeled revenue and planned revenue are ranging from 0 % to a maximum of 6.7 %
compared to the realized annual revenue.
Table 10. Difference in revenue between modeled and planned production during 2009. Values are shown
per station.
Station

Difference model and plan [kEUR]

Difference in % of realized revenue

A

198,7

2,6

B

18,3

0,5

C

229,8

2,8

D

1571,2

2,5

E

619,8

3,1

F

445,4

3,6

G

371,8

4,1

H

259,9

2,5

I

400,0

3,9

J

440,4

5,6

K

296,4

3,3

L

173,6

1,8

M

248,0

5,5

Table 11. Difference in revenue between modeled and planned production during 2010. Values are shown
per station.
Station

Difference model and plan [kEUR]

Difference in % of realized revenue

A

472,6

4,0

B

1,8

0,0

C

449,9

3,7

D

1731,3

1,7

E

662,1

2,1

F

525,4

2,7

G

898,6

6,7

H

558,5

3,6

I

639,3

4,1

J

733,2

5,7

K

578,0

4,1

L

265,8

1,7

M

352,5

4,9
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Conclusions

Evaluation of the actual flexibility of a hydropower station is a large multidisciplinary
problem not readily implemented in any model. There are a vast number of factors which
influence the potential for flexible operation of a station. These factors include, but are not
limited to, reservoir size, water rights, hydrological coupling, capacity factor, and temporary
and seasonal variations. Then there are factors which influence how much of the potential for
flexibility that can be utilized. These factors relate to safety margins and other considerations
as well as resources and experience available within the organization. Of all flexibility
limiting factors constrains imposed by water rights seem to have the biggest impact on the
flexibility. There are also a number of factors which can cause deviations between planned
and realized operation. In this report these factors are divided into three categories. These
categories are; factors associated with changed conditions and opportunities, planning tool
related factors, and time and resource related factors. .

A number of factors influencing the overall flexibility of a hydropower station could be
identified. Also a fair number of factors with potential of causing deviations between planned
and realized production could be identified. The proposed method to use historical data to
explain factors limiting the flexibility of hydropower stations and factors causing deviations
between planned and realized production did however prove to be unsuccessful.

It seems possible to make a classification of hydropower stations based on how constrained
they are in comparison to an idealized theoretical potential. For the segment of more
constrained stations no more than around 10 % of the theoretical sales price increase
compared to spot price can be expected. For the less constrained stations the same relation is
less than about 50 %.

No systematic difference between planned and realized production with regard to the sales
price or potential revenue could be found looking at a full year. In some of the studied stations
the planned sales price and revenue was higher while the realized result was better in others.
The differences in revenue between planned and realized production are in the magnitude of
approximately 0 to 10 per mille of the average annual revenue. Differences in revenue
between modeled and planned production range between 0 to 5 per cent.
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The potential for flexibility in a hydropower station seems to be somewhat related to the
station’s capacity factor. Other factors are however making the relationship quite uncertain.

There is a general opinion within the organization that there is a potential for a more flexible
utilization of many hydropower stations. Keys to an improved flexibility seem to lie in the
level of experience and the resources available for the people involved in the planning and
operation of the stations. This includes an understanding how to use the reservoirs more
efficiently and how multiple stations in a river reach can be coordinated.
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Discussion

Introduction to the discussion
In this section some aspects of the project are discussed. Through the report many things have
indirectly been discussed which means this section might include some overlaps. The topics
in this are not necessary bound to any specific part of the report but are instead considered to
be of importance for the project as an entity.

General discussion
The operation of hydropower stations is very complex and there are many factors which are
influencing the final outcome. There are firm factors related to e.g. reservoirs and technical
aspects which dictate how a station can be run. There is also the market setting which gives
opportunities to act in different markets and on different times in order to maximize the
revenue. Another thing which will influence the outcome of the result is the whole
organization of the process from planning to the actual realization. Since different factors
seem to influence different stations (see section 8.2.5), it is hard to do any generalizations
regarding the performance. Specific knowledge about the individual stations is thus needed
also to evaluate also the overall flexibility.

This project has taken a quite general approach which in many cases is needed to be able to
draw any conclusions regarding which actions to take on portfolio level. In order to say
something regarding the actual flexibility of individual stations more detailed studies are
however needed. A few suggestions on further studies regarding the flexibility of hydropower
stations are given in section 11.

Method of measuring and comparing flexibility
In this project a method of using volume weighted average prices, in this report referred to as
sales prices, has been used to measure a hydropower station’s flexibility over time. It can be
discussed if that approach is the best way of measuring and comparing flexibility. Since most
production is sold on the spot market and the price can be considered to be the main driver the
method must be considered to be relevant. Even now in retrospect none other or better ways
of measuring the flexibility can be thought of. No investigations similar to the one conducted
in this project none could be found and used for comparison.
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The method of using volume weighted average prices can be considered to be relevant for the
purpose of this project. It is of interest to investigate how the flexibility is and can be used for
creating opportunities to produce higher revenue. The sales prices proposed here give an
indication on how much value the flexible operation has created compared to a case with no
flexibility (average spot price). This method does not however say much about for instance
how much the production can be changed between two adjacent time periods or how much
regulation in MW/Hz the station has to offer.

A big simplification that has been done is to assume that all production is or has been sold in
the spot market. This is something which could have been considered when comparing the
calculated sales prices. Some stations might have had more activity on markets other than the
spot market compared to other stations despite the attempt to choose stations with limited
activity on other markets. Also the impact of the power exchanges (Sv. kraftbyten, see section
4.2) has been neglected when calculating sales prices. Given the available data this
simplification was however seen as only available option. A claim that can justify parts of the
simplification is that the prices in the intraday and regulating markets often are strongly
correlated with the spot price (Dahlbäck 2011).

The model of the theoretical flexibility
The purpose of the developed model is to provide an idealized upper limit for the flexible
operation of a hydropower station. As a consequence, most of the factors which in reality are
limiting the flexibility of a station are neglected in the model. While the model in fact does
what it is supposed to do it is important to remember that its results are highly idealized. From
the results of this simplified model it is hard to determine what the maximum flexibility of a
station might be in reality. A more detailed study should however be able to give better
insight.

It is also important to remember that the model is optimizing its results based on historical
data which means the uncertainty of forecasts is removed. Furthermore the optimization is
performed in segments of 24 hours with a previously known volume to allocate. This assumes
that the planning is perfect with regards to longer time horizons. Compared to the realized
production the modeled results should therefore be considered as a theoretical upper limit for
the flexibility seen on a day to day basis and without limitations. There are occurrences when
the planned production might give a higher sales price compared to the modeled production.
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This is due to the fact that the production volumes might differ between the plan and
realization.

A method was proposed where factors limiting the flexibility in stations and factors which
could cause deviations between plan and realization would be explained through study of
historical data. The time, resources and data available for this project did prove insufficient
for this task. It should however be noted that with access to more detailed data a similar
approach should be fully possible. A major flaw in explaining flexibility limiting factors is
associated with the problem of knowing if there actually is any potential for a more flexible
operation in a certain situation. Even if the theoretical model might indicate that there is a
potential it does not necessary mean that there actually is one. The real operation is most
probably limited by factors not included in the model. There were also a number of other
difficulties which complicated the task. Some of these are discussed in section 8.3.

The model seems to overestimate the production in some of the stations. This has most
probably to do with the used production curves. Some stations seem to give a large
overestimation of the produced energy while others give a more accurate result. Due to the
behavior of the optimization this issue is not considered to have any significant impact on the
result since the discharge most often is either zero or 100 % and would have been so
regardless of the (constant) production equivalent. This will thus not have impact on the
calculations of sales prices. The revenues are calculated from an annual production multiplied
with a yearly sales price. An overestimation of the energy production will therefore not
influence the revenue calculations to any large extent. In the larger scheme there are other
things with much greater potential of influencing the results. For more discussion about the
model please refer to section 7.2.

Data and time series
One major challenge during the project was to obtain and interpret data. Historical data
gathered in time series was used in the analysis. These time series had to be manually fetched
from a database and there was no documentation explaining how a particular station was
modeled and what the time series were containing. To be able to compare the results from the
model simulations with the time series data it was important that the two were describing the
same system. In order to understand the data and how the stations were modeled I had to rely
on oral explanations after asking specific questions to the planners.
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Another issue with the data was its quality. There were for instance occurrences when the data
describing the realized discharge showed values well above the maximum capacity of a
station. The qualities of the series showing local runoff were varying between stations. An
investigation on the data related issues is however to be considered as outside the scope for
this project and will not be further discussed.
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Suggestions for further studies and improvements

The simplified model used as a reference for the maximal theoretical flexibility is too crude to
be used to say something about the real potential or limitations of a hydropower station. A
suggestion on how to better investigate the degree to which certain factors are limiting the
flexibility of a station is to use a more detailed model. Ideally would be if the existing
planning tool could be used for this purpose. By removing limiting factors, on at a time, from
the model one could hopefully get a more quantitative idea of which factors are the main
limitations in a certain station.

A complement to the previous paragraph could be to log the process more thoroughly during
a period in order to evaluate which factors are limiting the flexibility and are causing
deviations from the initial planning. This could for instance be done for some of the stations
which are considered to have potential for a better utilization of their flexibility.

It could also be interesting to investigate the possibilities to short time regulate within the
framework given by the power exchange agreement (Sv. kraftbytet). The concept could be to
have a higher production during a part of the block with high electricity prices followed by a
lower production during a part with lower prices. Total average would of course have to
match the discharge stated by the power exchange. In an ideal scenario it would maybe even
be possible to obtain a better efficiency with this procedure compared to keep a constant sub
optimal discharge through the whole block.

Increased coordination of adjacent stations in a river reach has been identified as one possible
key to a more flexible operation. An investigation of these possibilities would therefore be
interesting. This could maybe be done through a theoretical study followed by trials in a
chosen part of a river.

During the project some calculations of the weekly energy production were performed. As
this was not the focus of the project those calculations did not make it into the report. A
comparison between plan and realization showed that the plan seems overestimate the
production capacity, especially during periods with high production. One final suggestion is
to investigate the causes of these deviations and during which conditions they occur.
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Appendix 1: Linear programming
The linear programming model can be expressed as the maximization of a linear objective
function, given a number of linear constrains (Bradley et al. 1977). A linear programming can
be generalized to its standard form when z is the function to be optimized by choosing the
variables x1, x2,…, xn
z  c1 x1  c2 x2  ...  cn xn

(16)

with the following constrains
a11x1  a12 x2    a1n xn  b1 ,
a21x1  a22 x2    a2 n xn  b2 ,

am1 x1  am 2 x2    amn xn  bm ,

(17)

x1  0, x2  0, , xn  0,

(18)

where cj, aij, and bi are constants. For a more compact formulation vectors and matrices can be
used. The objective is as before to maximize
z  cT x

(19)

Ax  b,

(20)

x  0,

(21)

when

where
 c1 
 x1 
 a11  a1m 
 b1 






c    , x    , A      , b    
c n 
 x n 
a m1  a mn 
bm 

Linear programming problems are usually solved numerically with the aid of computers.
There are a number of different algorithms and commercial software available for solving this
type of problems so the solution process itself will not be looked further into in this project. In
(Soder & Amelin 2006) General Algebraic Modeling System (GAMS) and Matlab are
proposed as solvers. For further reading about linear programming methods please refer to for
instance (Bradley et al. 1977).
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